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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
(A great many people have felt the need for more
research and investigation in the field of music therapy,)
with special emphasis on the use of music with the mentally
deficient and/or physically limited child.

(!:

great deal of

literature dealing with music and its manifestations in

~~

.

- - - - -

regard to the mentally ill has been published and circulated
to both professional organizations and laymen~ but the
contribution in this field dealing with music and the
mentally deficient, has been considerably less.

It would

seem that suoh research would contribute invaluable data in
establishing music as a vital factor in therapeutic rehabil•
:tta.tion, and in clarifying the scope and role of music
therapy in the

~ospital

and community as well.

A critical

and exhaustive investigation on the hospital level could aid
in determining the worth and value of music as an universal
tool and medium in social adjustment.

More important, such

an investigation could establish a clarity of language,
thought, and rationale in regard to the principles- methods,
and problems of music in an institution where music plays

r

~

role in therapy and rehabilitation.

--------------- --- -------- ---------- --- -- ------- --•=:::~.-~~~··=-~·=---l,
Statement of

Tl1E

PROBL~1

.2 :problem.

~---

,_

( !t is the purpose of

I

-------- -----

'

this study (1) to discover the nature, history, and

-J
2 -

c----------

,

pres~~-~

day use of music in therapy;J(2) to discover the types of
patients at Sonoma State Hospital and their general needs

G

;--;---··-----

·-

----

~----

in terms of rehabilitation services; (3) to discover the
scope of the total rehabilitation program at Sonoma State
Hospital and the part which music therapy plays; and (4)
/

~o discover the general principles, problems and techniques
of music therapy used at Sonoma State
Impovtanoe

Hospital~

.------·--------

.2! the p,tudz• (In the State of' California,

at the present time, there are eleven hospitals for the
mentally ill, three hospitals for the mentally retarded
(with one more unrler construction), (and seven state mental
\

hygiene clinics. ' Even wi"t;hin each of the three hospi tala,
as individual institutions, there are differences of opinion
as to the role of music in therapy.

The scope and purpose

of music in therapy may differ even among the existing
institutions, and those individuals involved directly with
the program are still seeking answers to the many unsolved
problems.

It is the aim and desire of the writer that this

contribution may aid in some small way to help establish a

;~----

basis for a better understanding of the needs, usefulness,
.scope, and purpose of music therapy in the rehabilitation
and treatment of the mentally deficient anQ__j)_hy-_sica].ly-_ __________~:-~--=-~-·-~-:-_~:::_~--~~-~1im1ted.

.,._ -- =---------=-------

.3
II.

DEFINITIONS OF1

Music TP,e,ra:.ez•

TF~RMS

USED

.

The ques·tion, "What is music
r:::;------------------

:=:=---

therapy?tt is one that has been recurring ever since the

existence of music therapy per se.

~~

Webster says that music

is "• • • the science or art of pleasing, expres_si ve, or
intelligible combination of tones,
He explains therapy as

11

•

•

•

rhythm~

and dynamics • • • n

of or pert$-ining to the

healing art; concerned with remedies for diseases;
cu!'ati ve. • • nl~
· )

!£21,

fi1E:!P.i.wn, modali t:;y;..

Within the past f'ifty years,

more and more emphasis has been placed upon the basic
principle which describes music as a tool 1 medium or
modality used in therapy.

i'·

Actually, in describing :music

i:
G

therapy, 't.re should possibly be more concerned tvith a
description of therapy than with a. description of :music.

In

all the allied therapies used during the rehabili ta:ti ve

process, the basic !'actor, therap:y;,. remains constant l-Jhile
the modality or medium with which the therapist approaches

his ultimate goal is the variable.

Occupational, indus-

trial, recreational, or music therapists work vti th dif ...

ferent modalities, though their goals or principles :may be

F
I

--=--=-=--co--o

---------

c-=----=-- ----=-

4

/

the same.lAnalyzing the powers of music, one should keep

·El

·-·

,:tn mind that· music has always been an important factor in
the emotional, cultural, intellectual, and spil..itual life

==-----------o-

'·

-=-------

-_-_-

~=-=-------

of people, and as such, has exercised therapeutic influence•
Music, "the universal languagelf even more than the spoken
word, lends itself as a therapeutic tool because it meets
with little intellectual resistance and does not need to
appeal to logic.

It is a subtle and primitive driving

foree. 2)

~------~~----

•

i

,.i.

~-----------,_

~~

·c----

3----

---------------

--

OHAPTIER II

~

- - - - --

----

--

t..~

Rh}VIEW OF THE LITERATURE
JI~siz.ci.~il.
time~

g£.. M;us:t,Q.

~hepa;ez~

Since the beginning of

man has used music as a therapy in one form or another

to cure the sick and aid the mentally afflicted.

Although

most people think that music in therapy is a relatively new
fleld, it has been in existence for many centuries, both as

-----------~---~

a problem.to be investigated and as a functional medium in
controlling emotion.

Man is basically animal and cannot re-

main aloof to music because tone and rhythm, of which music
is composed, have a strong affinity for organisms and there ..
fo:t'e man has become conditioned to sound and rhythm.
essentially a

rhyt~hrnical

rJfan is

being since there is J:>hythm evident
,-

in respiration, r1eart beat? speecht gait, and digestive

i.

functions.

1:

t---~ ;

Throughout recorded history, there have been references

1'
I

to the use of music in the treatment of the mentally ill, the

i

mentally deficient, and the physically handicapped.

l_ --------------------------

The

1nfluenoe of music on personal behavior dates ba.ok to the
pr(\-Christian era tvhen the early Greeks and Romans, realizing
·t;he potentials of music, plucked their kitharas and lyres to
drive away the evil spirits and comfort theil:' i11. 1 Truly

"

r- - - -

-i i

-"-----~~-~-

~-==---=-=--==------=----

l"The Greeks and I1ifusical Therapeutics, n Etude, 63:
~.89; Sap tember 1945 •

6
this play on human ernotion·ia not a

ni';)W

one.

Plato {42.7

B.C.) and Az>istotle' (3?34 B.c.) established, through e:x:peri ...
r11entat:ton, the fact that dif':t'erent genera (modes) conveyed
differen·t emotional aspects and. curative powers.

Eo:_---------=----------------~-

The

ancient Greek philosopher.a were keenly conscious of' the
influence of music upon the emotional well ...being of people.
Asclepiadas (12,4 B.c.) aur>ed deafness with the sound of a

I;

,------------

trumpet {tubae), Xenoorates (396 B.C.) calmed maniacs with

------

~-~-~~-----~--

-----

--

------- --

the sound of a lyre 1 and Athenea.ua eased epilepsy with the
music from his flute.

Even in Biblical references,

v1e

find.

the followingt

At that time it came to pass, when the evil spirit
from God was upon Saul, that David tookhis harp and

played with h:ts·hand; so Saul was :refreshed and was

well, and the evil spirit had departed from him • • • 2
.,

)
'
i.

//

The relationship between music and medicine among

sub-cultural peoples also played a distinct part in the
etiology of music therapy.

Among these people, music was

primarily used with dance or words.

Unlike music composed

today, music had little aesthetic or emotional meaning to

primitives.
or goals.

Its value lay with the larger social objectives
lnstrurnental music as such was practically

unknot<J"n and the significance of the drLu:n, rattle, flute,

etc., in the treatment of diseases
2:t Samuel 16:2.3

'!tlas

not yet known.

Among

·~----

,. _ _ __

-

-------

7
the primitive Indians, certain practitioners (shamen or
wit.ch doctors)- were called upon .for specialized healing

-~---~---~-

;:---:'

because they had the power, inherent in· their

t"epertoiJ:~e

songs; to heal ceJ:'Itain types of wounds or illnesses.,

-

-

of

It was

more the meaning of the words than the stimulus of' the music
that functioned in these cases.

With the aboriginal peoples,

it was obvious that the effect o.f music upo:l:'l the sick man
wa.s that of heightening and intensifying his resolve to

-------~----

The aboriginal man und0J:1stood that illness

become 'tve11.

· wa.s not ·merely a physical oondi t:i.c:m, but in many cases 1>1as
an interplay of mental and physical ailments.

The witch

doctors had certain basic fe.cts of which they v.rere reason...
ably certain.

Within the aboriginal tribe, infectious dis-

eases were uncommon and the·e:x:istonce of true psychoses had

never been noted.

The vast m.ajo:ttity of ailments seem to

have been respiratory in nature.

There were also skin

:tn:rect:tons and other illnesses brought about by insect bites
or food poisons,
living.

~nd

various bodily injuries due to everyday

Therefore, by a process of simple elimination, the

aboriginal

11

doctor 11 had a framework of' reference within

which to work.

He was fully aware of the interpersonal

Pelationships among tribesmen and went out of his way to
discover who among the sick manta tribesmen was likely to
eause him to become sick or fill his mind with uneasiness.
These primitive people resented disease and sickness because

!i~
!;

- - - - - -

8.

-=--""" ___
i5

ot' :1 ts $o·ono:m:tc and social·

consequences~

-- --

-- -----

-

The :relat:i.onship

of the patient to the priest•practitioner is better under ...
stood in this light.

=---L-

It is difficult to determine the e:xtent to which :music:
plays a distinct role in the treatment of disease within the
pY":imi t:i. v·e tribes .. · It is known, ho"t..rever, that songs often

accompanied the administration of an herb or drug and that
these songs exemplified the powe1...s which the p1. . ac ti tioner
possessed.

:..:..-~----~--

~

-

-

Hany times ·hhese songs, as well as the musical

instru:m.ents used;; i'll'ere considered useful in driving art1ay

illness and healing wounds.
example, the

~ressaked

With the Ojibwa tribe, for

practitioner functioned simply by

sitting nea.r.the patient and singing songs to the accom-

paniment of his gourd rattles.

With the prieat"!'practitioner,

however, where religion played a part in healing, music was

integrated into the entire treatment program.

He stressed

the payoho ... therapautio point in the relationship between
himself and the patient. \Music
was employed only to help
,_.,
the patient obtain a maximum concentration of mind and
body~

thus intensifying his will to recover and attain

where hel.'bs alone were adm.:i.n:tetered and in which the patient
played a passive role, the patient played an active and

conscious role.
Among the Mataco '.rribe of Argentina* the belief t-ifas

--

-

~--------

---

9
that illness l-Ja.s oa.used by a disease spirit which had to be

expelled.

The cure consisted of a song without

wo~ds.

The

singing was punctuated by the rattling of gouvds 1 the
--------=-~

clacking of necklaces, and the whistling of flutes.

Each

tone of the whistle seemed to indicate a new phase :tn the
sequences of evidence and a. new metamorphosis of the spirit
of the medicine ma.n.
With the Eskimo, the audience or tr:tbe functions as a

--·-----~
~-~--:_----=--

me~e

chorus in a

pat:tent-praotitione~

drama.

In

North~

eastern Asia, th$ Siberian Shaman is \'fell known for his use
of a symbolic drum and here, the prominence o:f' music is
accepted.

However, a.s -vtj.th the Ma.ta.co Tribe, the dr»um and

its rausic have no obvious connection with the cure of the

patient.

They are exclusively a symbol o.f the Sharna.nta

power over the spirits.
pro.fesf,,_:_oo:· the
v

...

Husic is merely the emblem of his

American Indian, music plays an important

role in healing, ')and the songs used in various trea truants
are said to come :f'ro:rn supernatural sources (in dreams or

-----

------

---

vi$1ons) J w:i. th this nmsie come directions, procaduras 11 and

a knowledge of the herbs to be used.

There are differences

of custom between tribes and between individual witch
(

doctor's, but the prevailing ohs.racter:tst:tc of Indian
healing songs :ts irregularity of accent.

Interruption of a

-

-

1:§.____:_:_::::_:_---===----=:-----=----=====---=-

steady rhythmic pattern thPoughout the melody is typical.

- - - - -

-~~~-----

10

Indiana never sing with expression but with a monotonous;
even tone.

The rhythm is impressed upon the mind of the

pa.t;ient and the pattern holds his attention, bringing on a
')

'

sontewhat hypnotic effect./ Healing songs are sung a definite

number

or

times, usually three, fouv or five.

These examples will suffice to show the close relation between music and medicine among the Indians and
the deep faith of these primitive peoples in the healing
powers of music. The white man has developed his own
methods of music therapy• buti in isolated places, the
Indian doctor still sings the songs that oome')to him in
d:r>ea.ms while his patients listen and recover • .)
I

~

---

•

[People of old may not have understood music as we do
today~

but the basic principles were the same.

The study

of Greek culture reveals that they recognized the use of

music in mental hygiene.
was :tn charge of music.

One of the seven muses, Euterpe,

The therapeutic properties of ,

music were lteenly appreciated by the

Greek~~

Apollo; the

God of' the,sun, exero:tsed a double function as God of'
Medicine and r.od ot.' Music.

The Greeka attributed the

aesthetic qualities of music to three genex•a or modes, as
they are now called;

the DIATONIC or manly-mode, used to

march soldiers to battle; the CHROMATIC, oro sweet mode, used
to sooth the mentally ill; and the ENHARNONIC 1

Oil

effeminate

mode, used to complement reflective, thoughtful s5. tuations.4

Ol---~---,.-~~}~:.o-~:Pothw~1-. --Schul-l i-an·· and-Ma*-Sehoen--(-ed-.) tMus ic.-and~
Medioi:he (New York: Henry Schuman, Inc. I 1948); p. r~;.
.

489,

L~"The Greeks· and Musical Therapeutics," Etude, 6.3:
SeptemheP 194!5.

~----

--------~-----------

11

=-----------

..Regardless,of' the terminology used, music therapy has been
utilized in some form or other as a curative medium for
- thousands of years.,
tion of the past.

Today seems to be merely a reorganiza•

'--------------=--=----,-_--,___
- -- -

Hippocrates (400 :s.c.'), the great

physician, took his patients to the temple where he played
"-,

music to them when he failed to cure them with rnedioinEHhl
/

The Arabs in the 13th century installed music rooms in
their hospitals.

Even in' the 18th century, Pa.rgeter, an

--~--~---

English alienist; was doing research in music and therapy,
and w:t th the arrival of the experimentation m.ethod in the
18th and 19th centuries,: a new orientation concerning the
influence of music developed.
Interesting reports appeared in Europe and in our own
country in which the effect of music upon metabolism,
muscular energy; blood pressure, and pulse was desoribed,5
An amazing impetus was given to the use of' music in therapy
by the military hospitals of' our nation. (clinical reports

dealing with observations made on groups of' mental patients
also appeared, and in the ensuing years prominent people"
began a series of' long ...range experimentation in various
areas of music and its therapeutic effects.

With the aid of

some major institutions, such as, Walter Reed General Hos•
~---

pital, Russell Sage Foundation, and the National Association

--

~-~~~

~---~

12

~

---

for Music Therapy, a social awareness to the use of music
in therapy has been: establishedt
Af''l:;e:r V.Jorld l'l!a.r II, \<!alter Reed

Gener~al

Hospital

-------

spent millions of dollars in research, classifying music
into specific categories such a.s stimulating, sedative, gay,
soothing, or sad, and d.iscove1 ed definite patterns of
behavior obtained by using certain types of music .. 6 )
7

Since the tLme of primary classifications of music

F
Co---~

;;

into specific categories, many studies and experiments have
been performed by specialists and doctors in the field.

A

few of these are:
1.

Tarcharnoff and Dutton did considerable \vork on
music and its effect on metabolism,

2.

Fare, Seashore, Ta.rcharnoff worked on increases and
decreases in muscle energy and fatigue induced
through music. ,

3.

The Binnet and Courtier studies dealt with the
particular effeots of music on blood pressure.

4.

Patrizzi aocumula.ted da. ta on music and its effect
on cerebral circulation.

5.

Hyde and Scalapino worked on the interesting line
o.f increases and decreases of electrical energy
produced by the heart.

6.

Derbyshire studied music's effect on the bodyts
Berger Rhythm.
·

7. Burdock,

otN~el, and Rusca checked extensively
into pain increase or decrease in relation to the
music played.

bvlillem van de· Wall, Nusic 1n Hospitals (New York:
. Russell Sage FoundationJ l9l.j.6f,· p';1r6·.·"' '

l~----

~-----

1.3
8.

Mal:tsoff ,and •Flosdori' found and recorded the
p.ar~ioular chemical ·changes which took place in
the body t<Then ce:t-ta.in types of music 't.re:t-e played.

9.

Binet, Weed, and Gu:tba.ud studied the effects of
music on breathing acceleration and irregularities.

=--____-__-_-___
- ___
-

These are a few examples of outstan4tng eJ{;periments, all
studies done by specialists in theil? m.,r.a f'ield under

~ontrolled conditions~?
Its }l.~$. q.r,d, gpow;th, to,d~~·

In hospitals,. doctors and

staff have found that therapeutic exercises are much easier
for patients when sui table mus5.c is played.

r-

l1usic creates

"authorit!H9dn patterns and gives the patient something to
conoen tra te on other than himself and his particmlar illness

or. handicap.

In .fact, doctors have gone so far as to use

music in the labor rooms of maternity '\'lards, as well as in
the nprep roomsn and operating rooms themselves.a

,_

Dentists

use music as a diversion and as an aid in lowering pulse
and respi:t>ation rates during oral surgery.

Music, with its

great motivational factor., has been used in factories and

prisons; churches and mortuaries, hospitals .. nurseries;
department stoves and offices, and even in poultry and dair1

'> - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-----------

{--

!'
Ic::

'

7 1•Music in Therapy," ~:t;d;ucat,ion;; November 1946, 46; 158;
see also Doris Soibelraan, Thel~a£0:!;1idc and Industrial Uses of

,._____M_.us~~=:~Y;,::~n:~~~~~~~:~w~~~·~:~}~~:~·
_
!o~~t._-- ----Giiiii
Hospital lifusic Cornm!€tee of'' Nationai Music Council, 1951),
Vol. III; #2, P• 2.

":=-===~~=

14
farms.

The extended use of music today in various areas of

concentration has proved without a doubt that more and more
people are becoming aware of

th~

vital importsnce of music

in everyday living.

In tr1e establishment of' music as a functional medium
in J?ehabili·ta:M.on, it would seem appropriate at this time
to name a few of the prominll)nt individuals whose outstanding
work paved the

vttit.y

toward the acceptance of music as a

therapy. lwillem Van de Wall of' Philadelphia and Ira

-----;,j

------------------------

rJr.

Al tsohuler of l\1ieh:tga.n are two of the first pioneers in

America to establish music therapy on a professional basis;
and develop some basic concepts which still are in effect~
Many others have played important roles in developing not
only national recognition of music in therapy through the
formulation of the National Association for Jl1usic

r.rherapy~

but also standards for educational and clinical training on
the

na tiona.l level"

'rh.ey established a core gPoup in

behalf of music the:Papy.
National Music Council.

.Che primary group Has called the

1

The official publication of this

l _____________ _
---------

primary group was entitled HosP,:l.,tal t1usic Newsletter. and

volUme one, number onet was published in May, 1948 1 under

the chairmanship of Ray Green, New York•

In January of

---

195lli Esther Goetz Gilliland of Chicago, Illinois, eqited tlle

____

first volume of the-Bulletin
_.............,_..,......,. of- the -National Assooia t:ton for------___ --=::,=--~-~-- :_-_c~c_,__

Mus:t.o The,rapx.

-

_-

-_

All or these publice.tions since May, 1948,

15
have carried significant information concerning the present

=---------

-

· use of' music in therapy, progran1 planning, experiments being
·carried on in the field of music, college requirements for
the music therapist; clinical e.xperienoes of workers in the
field, and progress reports of the various oomniittees tunc•
tion:tng unde.t> the national association.

1950• the Nati6nal Association for

~1usic

On Decembexa 2.7,.

Therapy held its
---~---

first annual meeting in 1rJashingto:n, D.O., in conjunction

G- --- -~---~ ----

with the 75th annual meeting of the r1usic Teachers National

Aasociation.9

A wide variety of subjects and problems in

the field of music in medicine was discussed by distin•
guished speakers and experts in their fields.

1-ieet:tngs

have been held. annually and a yearly book of/proceedings,/

published by the National Association for Music Therapy,
contains a compilation of .t>eports and materials presented,
Eight books through 1958 are now available.
Music proved its worth as a therapeutic medium during

World tva.rs :t and I:t, and a need foro trained musicians in
this field of. service wa.s notect. 10 In 19441 Dr. Roy Under•

~---·-·----h

\'J'ood, Ohai:rnua.n of. the Music Deparotment at :t-Hchigan State
Colleg~,

organized a four-.year course of study leading to

9Ibid,., P• 1.
lO]:sther -Goetz- Gilliland,- edi tot>-; Music Tl\erap:-~9-2i
(Chicago: National Association for Music Therapy), ~52,
VII.

..,

_____

.~-

·-----·--

2 - - -

--·-··
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the Bachelor's Degree with

maj~r

emphasis in music therapy.

--

~

=--~-----

--

--

-

~--------

t:::_--

Due· to the wo:rlt of Doctor Ira. M... Altschuler, w¢11 known
psychiatrist and authority

on

music therapy, and the late

-

--- ·-

~-

--

-----

Doctor T. K. Grueber, then superintendent of Wayne County
Hospital at Eloise; Miohigru·t, an internship program was
:tnaugura·ted.

In 194.6, a training course was established at

Chicago Musical College with internship at Downey Veterans
Adm:tnistrati o;n IIospi tal, undev a training program devised

,·:
- ·---- --------------

by Doctor Jules H. l>'ia.sserma.n of Northwestern University

Medical School.

The University of Kansas at Lawrence,

Kansas,. under the super>vision of

.or,.

lh Thayer G-aston,

offered a Master's Degree in rlfusic EJducation. wj. th inter>nship
at Topeka State and \olinters Veterans Administration Hospital,

under the supervision of DoctoJJ .Kal?l Menninger.
Goll~ge

Alve:rno

of r.fusic in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, College of the

Pacific at Stockton, California, ill1de:r the guidanoe of Mrs.

,.
'·

\iilhelm:tna K. Harbert, Nm11 England Conservatory of Music,
Boston, Massachusetts, to name but a few• are now offering
Co'l.:l.rses leading to

degl~ees

with major emphasis and clinical

expe:ttience in the field of r11usic thel"apy.

This has come

about through the realization of. a need for establishing
educe.tional standards and coo:J?dinating t:raining co1.:trses.
~Ii th·
-

--

the advent of' greater demands upon the musio therapist
-

------

-

and w:t.th a greater demand for music therapists in general,

colleges and universities throughout the country have been

';;;;·-------------

17)
striving to meet the need for qualified pe!'1sonnal,.

This

necessitated an evaluation of therapy as a. complex art,

-

involving not only a knowledge of· the patient as a total

--

---

.

....

~.~-~-·-

--

-

.... ·-···

- - - - -

personal:T. ty, in the method of treatnient with music, but

also a knm·dedge of many other extrinsic f'aetors or variables.
'Theref'ore, a mere understanding of music is not enough.

functional use

oi~

Tho

music in institutions requires that one

should have a knowledge of many allied fields, including
anthropology_, psychology, b5.ology 1 physiology, philosophy,

sociology, musicology and music education.

In add! tion, the

rausio therapist shou.ld have a well-integrated personality 1
proper attitude toward the patient, maturity, experience in
group t-rork, qual:t ties of leadership, and emotional
.stab:tiity. 11 On the college level, and on the state level,;

the potential music therapist has many demanding standards
to meet.
(r.n the last fifty years- significant strides have
been made in the area concerning ninfluence of music on

beruavior 1 " and many hospitals he.ve given consideration to
the use of music as an adjunctive therapy:) The tllaining

program mentioned above, which started in approx:t:rnately
1944, \vas. probably responsible for> the greater development
ll?-tari~na Bing fed..), :t-1'1.:\s,:tc, T-hep,am 192:2 <Lawrence,
I{ansas l National Association :f'or fJiusicTherapy, 1954) 8
PP• 194... 201.

· -- ---

-··---~-

18;
a.nduse of music in hospitals.

Music as an adjunctive

therapy may possess therapeutic value even when it :ts used
Its value lies in the con ...
12
tribution which it makes to the total push pvogram..
Music

as a diversion or :recree.t:tonl!

is merely the tool with which the therapia t

lvork~:h

,-------

I·t is a

medium. of. expression and a bridge from therapist to patient.

The extent, content, and practical value of' music in the
total rehabilitation program will be determined by the
::

amount of pl"'ofessional interest and ability on the pal:'t of
the hospital staff.)
I

/

~0111.~

basic

;er-:tnc,iE,~~ a,.

Let us conside:r two major

classifications of music in therapy:
1.

Active: The patient himself joins into group
singing, instrumental groups, etc., simultaneously·
helping to break down the sense of isolation common
to the physically handicapped and mentally retarded.

2. , Passive: The patient merely listens or 'tvatohes,
allowing his m:tnd and body to respond as naturally
/ as p osaible 1 e.g., movies, stage shm·Js, concerts,
eto. 1 3
.

Music can be adrainistered in a great many ways and
under many guises; and the

p~a.tient

i'"

should be allowed to

shaPe in as many different means· of musical expression as
possible. ) The radio and phonograph· are extensively used in

1

_12 t'M\l~i.c ~The_r_ap_~a.s_a_caree~,-lt_Nati-one.-1-Ar:JS ooi--ati-on- - - - ~ nu.sf..~ ::Fh~r!lPJL:
fji.. (J. . ·.
'
'
.
..
.
.

___
- · - -_
- __
· __
-

'

.

...

.

. ..

.

13schullian and Schoen, 2E.• c.,:t.'!;i. • p. 334.

---iiiii
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passiv~ therap:r~

but rhythm bands• dance bands 6 vocal

ensembles, instrumente.l ensembles, dancing (social and
folk).,. g:t?oup singing and ere a ti ve :tnterpreta tion are some
:media in active t;hera.py.

Group singing, which takes

relatively little effort and preparation, affords immediate
satisfaction and is an universal method in use,

Small

instruraental ense~ble~ (or bands) are fine socializing
influences and :tnstiga ting devices o:f' the "t<Te n feeling and

desire to "belong. tt

~----

It is an accomplist.anen.t of doing

something together_, and is a fine exorcise :f.'or the mind in
concentration and selr . . . control~) 1Theatricals and minstrel
/

shows are always well accepted and afford a means of self•
projection through

hero~roles

or comedy roles.

Private

instruction in music or· directing is quite helpful, both
physically and psychologically.

Since rhythmic body motions

·are a natural response to music (sensory motor), rhytrnnical
&xe:t~cises

are set up to music as an integral part of' the

hospital•s curative prograrr1.;

Music is often used in the hospital as an adjunctive

or adjuvant medium with ocoupat:lonal crafts,. and recreation
a$ well.-

However used 1 the therapist must be a:ware of'

certain responses which occur to various musical stimuli.

A

few of the more important reactions may be classified as
i--------c-----;c---;;---- - - - - - - ---- -

-- --------- -

-- -

-------··----

follows:
/./"

. - 1,

SENSORY....MOTOR Response:

One which occurs without

20
awareness and one which is due to sound stimuli or
impulses whfah gi v:e 1r-1ay to rhythmic impulses in the
muscles.,. e.g., tapping of .feet"' swaying o.f .head•·
etc.
2.

MENTAL (Perceptual) Response: One in t'lThioh the
person is aware. of his bodily motion. Person may
become sad 11 gay, angry• eta., in listening.

3.

KINESTHETIC Response: One by vJhioh the listener,
becoming a'tvar-e of his desil,e for bodily response· to
musical stimuli, feels an impetus to express it in

---

-

---

--

~

c.

a----=-.::___-=--~
,_: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

~

--------------

bodily.motion and action.

--~---

AS.SOC!ATIONAL Response;

A re-a-vra.kening or re ...

occurring of moods instilled at some previous time,14

By determining the type of' response (or combination of

,~

responses) desired, it would appear that the music therapist
would have a valuable tool t11 th tfhich to

work~)

·{:s:tnce the primary classification of

music

into

speai.t'ia m.ood categories, :t t has been recognized that

behavior patterns can actually be modified through the use
of musia,l~ All progra:ms, hot.Jever, for> the deficient, the

physically handicapped, and t:he mentally ill should be
''.. _ _ __

geared to ·the

d.eg~ee

of defiaierioy, disability, or illness,

as 't'H:>ll as to other extrinsic f'aatops involved, such as past

eX:per:tences, personality conflicts, or facilities.

The

,.-,-------------

patient and his needs are of prime importance"' music is but
the tool.
----

_14Lan_.d_e__1W.ll,_SP..•-.91-t_.,_p.__8_6.c- __ ~ _____, __ ---- --~-

-

15sidney Licht, Music. in li1edicine (Boston# New
England Conservatory
of' rJfusio-;-l<J!j:G,T:··,

----

---~---

"

- _ _ __

21
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Some of the valuable uses of music as a functional

·--- ---

expel'lienoe may be summarized. as follower
1•

Music provides for emotional release and balance
through rhythmic activities.

2.

Music offevs personal satisfactions and. feelings
of success.

,3.

Music provides an orderly sequence of educational
e~ eriences through the use of simple inst:r>uxnents.

4·

Husic develope growth in social at-1areness through
a wide variety of group experiences.

!).

6.

- - - - - - ---------

~-~-~-~

----------

------- - - - - - -

Music satisfies the desire for achievement through
success in the mastery of a skill (no matter> how
. ·· simple.)
Music provides a means of changing behavior attitudes
f.rom negative to positive through happy, functional
experiences.

7. Music expands horizons, enriches other areas of )
learning, {lnd expands and lengthens the span o.f /
attent1on.l6

These may be termed as basic, not only for the so-called
"normal," but also for the deficient, the handicapped, the
emotionally maladjusted, or the mentally ill.

(
r

The secret of'

l-

i _ _ __

the relative success of' music in therapy is the degree of
functional happy experiences through music; suited to basic
')

ph:ysiologiaal and psychological needs.'
The above-mentioned are gained through various

~-

1~

methods in music.

In the hospital aituation'toda.yi we find

:mi:Kad Oh0l?US6S; orehestl"aS; bands,

danoe·ensembles~

rhythm.

bands,, men • s and vmmen' s glee clubs, directed listening

f-~-

-

~-

~-----------

~-----

programs, ba.rbe:t>shop qua:t>tets, instrumental instructions on
gl"oup and individual bases, general :music appreciation
choruses, calisthenics with music; talent shows, music with
eleatro•eonvulsive .... therapy, hydr>o ... theX>apy, and ·physicaltherapy, and si:n.ging games.,

These a:t•e but some of the methods

used by the music therapist in an effort .to ·create a :f'u.nc ...

~---~

lc

1:

tional experien.ee fox> both active and passive patients. (The
actual..role

of

I

I

music theJ?apy is but a small paX>t in the

therapeutic wheel which revolves around the patient.
occupational; indust:t>ial; recreational, and music

The

the~apistsJ

chaplain, psychologist, social worker,. psychiatric tech•
nieiana, nurses, doctors, etc., are all "spokes" in the
wheel of',forees which stem from the most important area-.... the
uhub" o!' patient.

See appendix

c. )

I'
[

I'

-

icI
f'',-- - - 1:

vl:lth X>egard to therapeutic music in allied areas, 'tve
shall concentrate on the use of music in the hospital si tua•
tion.

~-------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This can be broken down into trwee specific fields:

( 1) The State l1ental Hospital; ( 2) the. Veteran's Adminis ...

l:----

1'

tration Hospitalt and ( 3) The Hospital for- the f-1entally
deficient and Physically handicapped.
d----w-1-th---:-mus-io-.
a genera-l s-ense. ·

-in

This chapter

de~la

In~-t-h_e_Vet-eran_t_s_A_dminis-...- - - -- --~~i~-

t:ra.tion Hospitals, the music therapist is generally termed

-

...,.-

--------

--

a. recreation leader in music, and works in the division of

special services.

In the May, 1948, edition of the ~tqs;g,ital,

Music Uewalette:r. we find an interesting report.on Veteran•s
Administration Hospital music.

Music activities are broken

down into two major divisions, recx eat:tonal and music pre ...
1

Under recreational, l"e find

scribed by the medical staff.

music a.cti vi ties Which include band and orchestra, glee club

and choir; request programs; hill billy bands, :r-hythm bands 1
etcl'; also under recreational we find music entertainment
which includes community and ward sings, concerts a.nd
recitals, selected radio concerts, and music quiz programs;
'

.,

a third divi.sion und&!' recreational, would be music instruc•
tion, which would include individual and group sessions on
.

'

the vocal., :tnstru111ental, and creative levels, live music
reo:ttals with comments from

and music appreciation

Under the division of music activities requested

~roups.

by

patients~

medical personnel, we find specialized activities, which

would include such p:rograms as music in hydro-therapy,
t·

electro•convulsive ... therapy,

~

packrooms~

insulin shook, and

:tn the disturbed dining hall situfltion.

In addition to

speeialized activities,. music activities

unde~

'·

recreation,

\

enterta.inm.entt and musio instruction are available to the

medical staff upon request.

This sho1vs graphically how the

general music program is planned and operated in the

I.
~~-------

----------------

24

~----

Veteran's Administra:bion Hosp1tal.l7 It indicates basically
a. tvro way appr,oe.oh to the use of .music in therapy:.

(l)

a

---

~-----

music_ as a reoreation 1 and ( 2} rrn:tsie aoti vi ties requested
by medical authorities.

Though this progvrun has changed

slightly in the last ten years,. it is bas:toal.ly the same in
'

organ:tzation.l8

In :reviewing some of the various programs in a numbel;"
of Veteran t s Admin:tstra tion Hospi tala throUghout the
eount:ry, it vras found that music :Ls used extensively in
sports act1vit1es 1 patient parti¢ipation in community

programs, canteen.s.,- pageants_, light operas, the dining hall,

group :recreation; hospital broadcasts, musical quiz shows,
charades~ rhythm bands and the l1ke,)·9
E'Very sick person has certain feelings about his

illness. or hosp:t ta.lization, t.rhether he be in a Veteran t s

Administ:ration

Hospital~

a. hospital fo.J? the mentally ill; or

a hosp:t tal fo:r the mentally defio:tent and phys:toa.lly handi•

capped.

The patient's mood is considerably affected by

17nootor He~bert Rubin, Us~ of' I,1usic :tn General
t•1ad:teal a.nd Sut:,~i~at. ft,9SE1te.).s t -pa'r't'"''I:f. I ('viaih:tngto'ra
Ve'bet~~an•SA'dra!nl.stratron, ~~~~J, 136 ... 225.
l8Additiona.l information on the Veteran's Administra.•
tion. Ilo$pi tal m.usio program. rnay be obtai nod by \-tri ting to
the Ohief ot t-1ua1e 1 Rea.J?eation Service, Special Services,
Veter>an '1L Ad.rtdni_s_trJlJ)_lon,_J1ash:tngton_25,_D. c,._ ----- ~==-=!'__----------!iiiii

l9orrtea of the AssistMt Adud.n:tstrator fo.J? Special
Services, SE~c:ta;t se:rvioes, ,I,nf~r~n~t:t_on ~,:Ll.rll,e~:tn, P~rt I, .·
IB.,..6 ... 227 (Washingtont Vetel-aanis Administration, 19.?2) 1 pp.21-25"

----··~

-.-

~---------

fear, an.."'Ciety, self.,.pi ty, b,o.redolf1, lone11ness 1 and dis• .
turb:tng sights and sounda.20 . Since music appears to have

an efi'eet upon mood, :tt is extensively used in hospitals to
influence patient•s moods (Altscbuler•s iao-pr;tn?iple).
Familiar music is also meaningf:ul and

tlu~ve

is really no

1

'good u or ttqad tt music since this is deternd.ned by the

patient's tastes• interests* and background.

Taste in

music varies with agelt training, na:bionality, home•baok•
ground, Jmd other intrinsic factors, such as personality,
relig1.on,. and th:tt?.k:i.ng ha.bi ts~ and therefore, a large
variety qf

p:t:~ogPams

in many areas is advisable ..

(In the :me1ftal hospital-Jmusio is

us~d in much

the

same wayas in the Veteran's Administration Hospitals.

(~usic is used extensively to p:r•oduce or modify moods) while
il

in. the hospi ta.ls for the mentally deficient Wl1ex•e the 1p.ental
.

"

capacity is at a lower leve1 11 music with marked J?hyth.rns is
generally more effective and the.prime purpose seems to be
to activate the patient. and create an interest.
r~~thm

i"Ia.rked

arouses the feeling of excitement fil.nd happiness and

rnost pat:tents.;t. regardless. of ,tr.teir intellectual. capacity,

·respond to basic· rh"'thm. · · T_.~:i.ve r:tusio. is more useful than
reoo:rded music beoauae of the influenoe,of interpersonal

relationships.

Co.mrnuni ty singing is. v:aluable for maximunl

-----

group response~}
The psychological eft'ee.ts of' sound may be manifested
physiol.ogioally or intellectually.t or in a manner which
combines the two.

Ce:rtain musical selections may gain no

overt response, while others may elicit a chain of observable
responses.

Reaction to music in general is J:l'elated to the

psychological levels; sensations,
tion.

perceptions~

These sensations are possessed

minS.mum amount of mental effort,.

by all

and imttg:tna.•

and require a

Intrinsic effects are

within easy reach or the intellectually superi¢r and
inferior al:tke.21
In orthopedics,. music can be used as a form of

occupational therapy.

Playing the piano can be used to

limber up joints and muscles, to loosen contra.ctures and to
develop strength and coordination of the hands and fingers.
This technique can be used to help develop better flection
and extension or muscles.
of the thumb.

Arpeggios are good for exercises

For active and passive f'inger exercises*

soa.les o:n the black keys of the piano are excellent.

The

ukulele, banjo or guitar offer a means of exercising fingers
in extension.

An organ pump or piano pedal offers good

exevoise for the ankle and foot..

The bass drum in a dance

trap•set ls also used for ankle and foot exercises.
,,

,-

--~~-----

2.1
Pal?ouasion instruments (in general) offe:r good exercise for

R - . - .-_~

~-----

w
t;'3

wrist- shoulder, and elbovJ joints.

The. haJ:~p offers good

exercise for the finger and hand muscles.

Various types of

vocal music aid in improving speech impedilnents and developing diaphragm contJ?ol.

\eJ'ind and brass instruments are

excellent in the treatment of lung deficiencies.

\11th

proper guidance and supervision these wind instruments are
extremely valuable in the the:r>a.peutic treatment of the
(H:lrebral palsied child and physically handicapped. 22

In o"t.:W hospital setup today, music is also used
(extensively) with the tubercular and post•polio, as 't-¥sll
as with the emotionally maladjusted and mentally-disturbed
patient.

Dance music is a means of !'elaxation,

It tends

to promote a sense of ttbelonging, n faoili ta.i;es group participation, and aids in socialization.

This can also be

said for> folk and square dancing, as well as sniall group

ensembles and rhythm bands. ·General hospital parties and
performances might include musical action songs, dramatized
stories and songs, musical skits, :minatrel shows, music
quizzes, and similar activities.

Most patients are

interested in participating in such activities and the
music therapist often uses this interest as a tool in

<;d..),

· ----- ~---- - -2 2t~iJ.Ifam -M.--cruicltshal1k:,- ;nd. George M~ Raus
f~~e:br.~.l.. Pal~.~z ( $yracuse: The Syracuse University Preas,
::>5) ~ .

=--~-~~---·----------

"-"....--

----

~--~---

<ieveloping the overall program..
~-

"

.

'.rhe non-am.bula tory patient

can gttin satisf'e..etion in special w.ard

programs~

with the use

~·1
"-"-

"-----------

I.

of the l?adio.- television, e.nd record player in diversional

activities designed to meet his particular limitations.

------------

Bed

patients of long ... termed .hospitalization look forward to
professional entePtainment of all types.

Consequently the

volunteer prog:t>am may be used to the fullest extent.

The

success or failure of this type of \..Yard. activity will be

determ:tn.ed by the proper choice of instruraentalists and

For instance, vocalists with high range voices, sueh

music.

as lyric sopranos, are not generally good choices, while
qua!"tets .are usually most acceptable.
musio appreciation and

li~tening

Formal and info;rme..l

programs are often con ...

dueted on the wards and it is possible to place record
players in day rooms and sun

po~ches.

Many patients will

'

bring their own records.
(!n the educational area of' music in therapy, individual
i

\

and group instruction on instruments or voice often help
patients in deciding whether or not they 'l•Tould like to oon-.
tinue mu.aic after hospitalization$ either as a hobby or as
a serious study~-,,\ In the hospiteJ. for the mentally deficient,
this may be a long ...ra.nge program and a slow process, but.the
end r>esults. nevertheless, may be just as effective.
- - - - - -

--

-

-----

---

----

In the

-

hospital for the mentally ill or the Veterants Administ!"ation
Hospital, special music courses in fundamentals of music,

r,----------

~----

29
theory of

music~

keyboard harmony, instrumentation and

arranging, and composition, open an avenue of creativity and·

an opportunity for> more thorough individual work.

The·

~
~

~-------------·

--------~

~

the:.r>apeut:tc value will vary according to the patient's
interest$ 1 abil:t ties, and l:tmi tations •

Me$.1 ... t:tme music ·

controlled by the music therapist :ts most desi:r>able

110t

only

for the mentally ill and emotionallY disturbed, but for the
mentally defioHm.t as vJell.

It creates a quiet pel?miss:tve

atr.1oaphel"e and aida :tn controlling the patients.

~

---

After-

dinner .music benef:t ts .digestion and me·l;abol.:tsm.. 23

In the ho.spi tal surgical program, mus:to is sometimes
effocti ve w:t th surgery

Ol"

dentistry. .t.Jh:tle a patient :ta

under spinal,· local, or regional anesthesia, music can be a
vital tool in modifying the mood of the patient or as a
mere diversion. 24

Specially selected rhytbra.ic music can be

used with corrective exercises.

In tht.1 sports department,

.recorded music can be used d1.Wing games.

As an adjunctive

therapy, music is used as a baokgrou,nd for cl'•eative art
experiences, finger painting, clay modeling, and weaving in
ocoupat:tone.l therapy..

fJ;1rips

outside the hosp:t tal can be

:

to oonoorts and musical events
schedu).ed~t

These cveate much

23Max ;Shoen, The Ef'.feots p,f,, Mus6o. (New York: He.rcouvt 1

, ____ Brae~_& _Qct.~,_lnc_.,. _192'11~--------------------- ~-·----

---- ---------------------

24noris Soibelman,. T!,l~pa:geut:to ~ :tpdust:t.. i~, Uses of ,
'!1-Jts.:t,c. (1-Tew York: Columbia tfnJ.vers:tty Press, !t)i~8) 1 pp:Tb0~!72.
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interest and can be valuable ror discussion purposes before
and after the trip,.- · JVhtsical enter-tainment in audi tor:luma

.----~---

- -

~

t.:.;
=
______ ._ ____

------------~-

or large-recreation halls might conatst of variety shows,
d.anoe 'bands, milita.J?y bands.- vaudeville acts,. singera 1

dancers 1 movie stars 1 :r•a.dio

\)roadcasts.:~

the music and entertain..rnent wo:vld 1

~).s

a.nd celebrities ot

vrell as lal"llge reQrea-

tion activities, such as da..noetl and birthday parties.
Both pa t;:tents and v:tsi t<n->a appreciate music in the

visiting rooms and bed-time music can be of great value if
properly selected.

Ohwch music might include .Catholic,

Protef:ltant, or Jewish choirs, patient ... employee choirs, glee
clubs; orchestras, or individual instru..rnental:tsts or
vocalists.

Most music programs may

b~

implemented

by

the

use of trained vol:unteers who make 1. i; possible to keep music

programs available to patients many extra hours, including
Sundays and holidays.

This is also a valuable i.:Jay of

expanding the ra.usie program to reach many of the tvards which
the mu.s:tc therapist might not otherw:tse have time to cover.

These are but e, few of the ways in which music 1n

therapy :ts being u.sed in the mental

hospital~

the Veteran's

Administration Hospital.ii and the hospital for the mentally

deficient and physically handicapped.
{)f

The extent and. seope

the development of' these programs on a statewide and

national basis depend entirely upon the desi:re and interest
on the part of' the medical staff to develop a pl"ogram,in

~=---=-·---=--==--· ---~

=
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accordance with the patients' needs and desires for such

~

---

------

"-""'
;:....::;

activities.

......

- ---- -- ---
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A look to the future.

A look to the f'utur>e and the

~·~~

progress of music in therapy may best be done by reviewing
some of the current research developments withln the past
five or six years.

This wlll enable us to determine the

value of music as a therapeutic tool-..
Ce:t:>ta:tnly the extent of research done by prom:tnent

people in the fields of

music~

psychology; med:tcine, and

education l>tould be an indica to the nrorward push" in this
field.

The

I~ a tiona.l

a music

~~erapy

Association for Music Therapy organized

research

co~nittee

consisting of A. Flagler

Fultz, chairman: Ira I•I. Altschuler, M.D., E. Thayer (laston,.
Ph.D., and Jules H. Masserman, M.D., for the sole pur>pose
of instigating, encouraging., structuring,. and reviewing

research in the field of music therapy.
function can be explained as
1.

Their scope and

follo~s:

To identify and state critical hypothesis in need of
being tested and explored.
To clarify and help define basic concepts in
therapy.

111t1Sio

To aid the Executive Cormnittea in publicizing
information on experiments, findings, conclusions,
and researoh projects tor further verif:tcation and
:replication.
To serve as a clearing house to help avoid futile
or ill ...advised research pursuits, by suggesting

-

--

--

-

improvements or changes in experimental design in
the interest of more efficient investment of time
and re SOUl"OEHJ •

~
=~-··-~·~·----~-

~~~

To provide some r11odel experimental designs that

might be at once general and typically suitable
for inve~tigating by standard approaches several
sample problems.
6.

---~-~----

To accumulate a. "suggestion barrel" out of which
to recommend good,. well ...forrnulated problems that
may fit into a larger scheme of music therapy,
having in mind a broad twenty-year plan of study.

To enlist the cooperation of 0lin:i.aal centers, music
schools., and graduate schools, such as have depart•
menta of psychology, music education, medical
schools, etc., whose students oP research personnel
are capable of pursuing the study of crucial
problems in this field.

8.

To develop an evaluated listing of a music therapy
bibliography t-V:hioh may· be made available- to peP.sona
needing such materials.

9.

To aid in the liaison between the National Assooia ...
tion for Music Therapy andrtthe various psychiatric
and medioa.J. associat:tons.2?

·-~-~--

The :first eoll.ection of abstracts of :research projects
appears in the 1951 edition of the National Association for
'

Music Therapy, Book of Proceedings.26

Some of the more

interesting surveys dealt with:
1.

A study of the sedative effeo'bs of music for
acutely disturbed patients in a m.ental hospital•
by Donald E,. }Jf:tchel;f This was primarily a study
of the sedative effects of music for acutely
disturbed patients in a typical ward situation at
it/inter Veter'an t s Adm:tnistl')ation Hospital, Topeka.;

------------- 25ailllland;- 2.£~-cit:;-PP•
26:r:p,i~. J pp.. 182•201.

Vand

179.

~- __
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Kansas. A secondary problem was to observe the
general ef.f'e·cts of regular, planned 1 recorded: music
programs upon.locked ward patients. Clinical
observation was the general method applied in this
study. An atterapt was made to oontr:ol as many of
the affective factors as possible so that a reason ...
ably valid observation of the effects of music
:might be made.
2_.

Robert Unkerf.er, Assistant-Director of Adjunctive
Therapy; r1eninger Foundation. This study deals with
the application of atmosphere music in a particular
type of treatment in the modern highly organized
mental hospital. The basic problem in the study
project., was that of super•imposing a program of
recorded music on an already eltisting insulin coma
treatment routine.
spontan~ous rhythmical activities of
pre•sehool children by Geneva Scheihing, Adjunctive
Therapist, Meninger Foundation. The purpose of this
study was to find as exactly as possible what
natural rhythms are expressed by pre-school children
in their free vocalizations and their free-motor
activities.

The influence of music on the selections of pictures

by Olga Pytlar, Music Therapist Intern, l,.Jinter

Veteran's Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas.
This study t1Tas to determine basically three things:
(1) Are there common meanings derived from music?
(2) Does the meaning of music for the ill differ
significantly from that for the normal? (3} Are
personality structures or diseases entities indicated
by significantly different meanings? These questions
were to be answered by having patients and non~
patients select pictures wr1ich best fit the music to
which they listen.
Other investigations now in progress are:
Beavers: an attempt to determine the relationship
of successful rhythmic participation and social
adjustment in school children by means of a series
c
of' spec_!~~~!_ c!_~§ig:M.<i_!!.hy-thmio _l:'espo:nse -teats- - - --~----------co:M*eiited,with repQ:rts !'rom various sources as to
·
each subject's social adjustment.
1.

~

-----~

~-c----

The e:f'.f'eots of music in insulin coma therapy by

3. A study of the

4.

~-~--~-~-
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z.

Hardy: using 1000 children, grade school twough
high school. for obtaining p:ros·e, poetry, or
pictorial r~esponses .to music, .. the type of response
being suited to the subjectts.grad$ level.

--

::,;
~--·--··----·-·-

----------~--·--

=

--

MusiQ staff' of tvintel"' Veteran's Administration
Hospital conducting music sessions on a vJa.rd of
regressed patients in an attempt to determine the
effects of music for motivational and sedative
influence in the routine of the ward, so that
appropriate music can be play-ed on the ward to suit
the activity going on at a given time or as needed
for some special occurrence or disturbance.
Marcus Hahn# an extensive study of 12 subJects,
correlating each subject's personality character-is•
ties with his musical preferences.

5.

Irwin Schneider: a project to investigate the
nppl:tca.t:ton and effects of music 'tvith speech
handicapped children.

6.

William Sears: a study of the relationship of tonal
audito~y stimuli to neuro-muscular tension.

7•

-----------

Dr. James F.

Nicke~son: studying the difference in
to·sterophonic and to conventionally pro~
duced music.

~esponse

· It t-Iould take a complete book to list all of the
research projects concerning music in therapy.

The above

mentionedare but a few such studies listed in the first
National Association for Music' Therapy, Book of Proceedings.
In each of the six successive books through 1958, there
appear abstracts of mo!le recent and more intensive research
I

projects. /The signif'ica.nt factor, hov-.rever, seems to lie in
the -fact that more and more people are becoming aware of' the
· ___..

ne_~d :for__1V_E:lll_·~a_o_ntr_o.11.e.d._

and-highly---speoif'.i-c,.-- technica-l -- ---- -

research on a professional leve:/ Hospitals and educational

i·

,,

)5

----

- - - -

-------

institutions throughout the country are encouraging theix-.
;:::.;

students and staff to participate in the research program
under the' auspices of the National Association for J:.1us1o
.

Therapy.

/

(A

=---·--··~------
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look to the future certainly indicates the

tr-end outli'ned in the purposes and objectives of the
National Association for Music Therapy:'\
/

The progressive development of the use of music in
medicine, throught
1. advancement of research
2. distribution of helpful infoT1Jlation
3. establishlJ'lent of qualifications and standards of
t:t'tlining ·for therapists·
4. perfection of technique~ of music prog:r>amming 27
which aid medj.cal treatment most effectively.
In the total push program tot-tard the recognition and
acceptance of music in therapy, both nationally and inter"nationalJ.y 1 Phi :Hu Alpha Sinfon:ta Fraternity of Araerica,

national honorary professional music fraternity, has formed
a, Sinfon:ta foundation in an endeavor to promote music

therapy.

In the Phi Mu Alpha newsletter, Mr. Bob Schmitt,

President of; the new Sinfon:ta Poundat:ton, outlines :tn spe•
eif':tc detail the apparent need for suoh sponsori'ng groups
and the inherent details of the Foundation as it stands

today.28

. 27w, Thayer Gaston (ed..) 1 Nus:ta Xb-era~z l9t)6

(Lawrence; Kansas: Na t:tona.l As so cia tion for 1us~cr Therapy,
_ _!<[.~'l)_,_P.L_'lii~----- ___ --- ---- --- ------ ---- - - - - - - 28Phi

tl:!! .Al;ehe,, \Net-rsletter,

Vol. VII, No. 6, April, 1958.

--------~-

~

---

In

1957 1 a questionnaire was sent to all members and

alumni of the fraternity.

G---

This questionnaire dealt with

the ftlture plans and endeavors of the Sinfonia Foundation

to be established.

:tn February of that year,

~.

schmitt

spea:ttheaded a se:tties of discussions bet-v.reen the executive

committee of the fraternity and the Administl"'ation Committee
of the National Association f'or Musio Therapy.
the :National Association fo:r

~1usic

Hepresenting

Therapy were Jl.trs. Dorothy

B:t'in Crocker, President; Dr. Roy Underwood and Doctor E,
Thayer Gaston.- Past-presidents.,

Plans were made at this

meeting for a fund-raising and solicitation campaign on the
pal:"t of the Foundation to give the National Association for
Music Therapy th.e financial backing it needed for a far ...
reaching four-step research project in the science of

.
"--'

functional music.

The J:>esearch1 11hich will receive the

financial backing of the Sinfonia Foundation, will be con•
earned with the -nsoiencett of music, the why and how and when
and where of music.

There has been some scientific investi•

gation into psychological responses and concomitant emotional
raactions to music, a little in pa:rtioipation activ1ties 1
more :l.n the area of listening;.

Further basic research and

reliable reporting on projects is needed to establish and
test hypotheses, but such investigation is a. slow, expensive,
----

and painstaking process.

The Sinfonia Foundation, inteJ:>ested

in the field of research in music therapy, will provide

-----~-----

----- --·· --- -
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financial aid to the National Association for r1usic Therapy
in the i'om of scholarships to qualified students in the
field. financial aid for student internship programs, and

~~~-~.~.

s
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-
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---

--~

monetary backing for detailed research projects.

It is with great anticipation that we look to the
Sinfonia Foundation as a springboard in the
of many more such foundations

t~oughout

o~ganization

the nation in an

effort to further establish the validity of music in
therapy, to better understand the meaning of and use of
music in the1?a.py, and to enable more progress through
resea.roh.29

----

.·--·--··--·-
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CHAPTER III
SONOMA STATE' HOSPITAL

g

AND THE RFmABILITATION 1;-.ROGRAM
-:--~----=--~~-

- - - - - -

fi.os!!l,ta.l and

~a.tien,t.a.

one of the :t."'a.cili ties of the

Hygiene established for> the

"Sonoma ·State Hospital 1.s
Calif'o~nia Depa;~tment

cave~

of 14"enta.l

treatrnent 1 and training

of part of the state's mentally retarded."l

This inatitu.""

tion houses approximately 3300 patients, many of them
physically handicapped, and :many of them emotionally

adjusted. as well as being mentally deficient.

Also an

institution of this type houses the epileptic, the
palsied, the

psychotic~

mal~

ce~ebral

the post•polio 1 the tuber>oulin; and

the patient with neuroloe;ioal and oongeni te.l disorders..

As

in most institutions of this type, the patients' ages range
from infancy to well over eighty years.
The thirty•two ward units and three

hospU~ala

the .3;252 patients at Sonoma State Hospital.

house

A representa ...

tive and statistical description of some of these wards is
as follows:

OROMltJEtL:

::::-

---- -=------

----

Rated capacity • 80

Ward population 100
Semi•ambulatory, age 2 to 5 years •. Yo'Wlg
children just learning to walk and to feed
themselves and some bad pa t:i.ents who
requir(ll constant oal.'e. All children
receive continuous tre~tment. Special

1?ersonnel Department, Sonoma State Hospital, The
Sonoma Sppr;v;, :revised 3~150078•7
-

-

:;;:_-
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education in food habits and toilet
t~e.ining is attempted as· soon as the
children are able to learn. All children
eat on the ward.

DUNBAR:

Rated capacity .... 69
Ward population 95
Younger boys o:f'.higher intelligence
level, moron and higher imbecile. Preschool who become emotionally excited
and some pedia:trio illness on this ward.
Patients eat on the ward.

BANE#

Rated eapaci ty ... 49
\'liard population 62
V.Jard for pre..,adolesoent boys; behavior
disorders; moron and. imbecile level;
ages 10 to 15 years; psychiatric observa""
tiona for this age group; must have close
supe:r>vision :tn J:~ecreational act:tv:t t:i.es
and preparation f'or school. Patients eat
in the main dining room.

GODDAHD:

Ward population 72
Rated capacity . . 67
Higher intelligence, adolescent boys with
emotional problems; some a combination of
mental deficiency and psychosis; behavior
disorders and psychiatric observation
oases. This is a total push ward where
group and individual psyoho•therapy is in
progress. Ca:r>eful scheduling of' activities
is required from nu:r>sing personnel. Ages
10 to 17. Patients eat on the wa:r>d.

WRIGH'I'l

capaoi ty • 68
1rlard population 93
Adolescent boys, ages 13 to 18 yea:r>SJ
many are emotionally d:tstwbed and require
supervision and guidance; some attend
school and some have detail training assign•
menta. Patients eat on the ward.

THO}~PSON:

Rated

Rated capaoi ty "" 126
Ward population 171
Boys over 18 years, ambulatory, high
imbecile and moron; detail t:t>aining group
fo:t> kitchen, commissary, and mechanical
departments • Not distUl"bed or security
risks. Supe:t>vis:ton• scheduling or
, __
. -·- ___________________anti~ities_and_gu:tdance-1"-equired-of-- .
nursing personnel. Patients eat on the
wa:r>d.

"'

-.....-

L

·--·--~----

~.0

l1C DOlJG-ALLl

.. - - - - - -

Rated capacity .. 88
\>lard population 82
Adolescent and young women of higher
intelligence level, high imbecile and
moron; ages 14. to 25 years; many have
serious emotional problems. Some are
security risks; olose supervision is
required.. Includes obser>vation and
psychiatric cases, Patients eat on the
·ward.

OAK r~oDGFa

Rated capacity ... 52
vlard population 60
Adolescent girls and young women of
higher intelligence level; many in school
and on vocational training activities.
Most all have. a "work. assignment." This
:ts a ''finishing" ward p:t>ior to placement
outside of. the hospital, There is no
dining room on the ward, the patients eat
at rJ[o])ougall Cottage and are supervised
by nursing personnel.

HILL:

Rated capacity .... 66
t~Tard population 100
Geriat!lic and crippled 'tvomen and ce:r•ebral
palsied and crippled girls. Some are
chronic med:tc.al p!ioblems and require con ...
tinued treatment. Habit training is a
problem with the crippled. All patients
eat on the ward and some must be fed.
Ages from 16 to 60 years.

KINGt

Rated capacity ... 86 \vard population 118
Ge:t?iatric and crippled men and some
cerebral palsied younger men, ages 20 to
80 years. Some are chronic medical
problems and require continued treatment.
A nursing care problem on this ward is
1-1eight of patients in wheel chairs ""
lifting fol" bathing, to:tleting, an.d in
and out of bed. All patients eat on the

~

=-···------·---

---~-------

<:::-

-·

ward.

STONEMAN:

Rated capacity ~ 94
Ward population 110
Pre-adolescent and adolescent girls who
are ambulatory but present many behavior
probl~ms and are of lower intelligence

-- --- -- --- - -}~Yi~iiei~h{~ai~-i~gl:a!-:t~~~:~i!~d.a~i-!;tion - --aot:tv:ttiesj require close supervision at

-
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all times. Ages 7 to 1!~ years,. All
patients eat in ward dining room, require
constant attention du:r>ing these times.

OSBORNE:

Rated capacity "" 95
Wal:ld population 1.30
Women, ages 16 to 60 years, of mixed
intelligence levels. Approximately half
of ward population assigned to work
detail, the othe~stay on the ward, most
a:r>e unable to do simple tasks. Habit
tl"ain:tng is necessary in some instances.
Food is served family style in ward dining
room. T~aining is attempted in table
manners.

HAVgNt

Hated oapaoity "" 55
tiJard population 74
Mode!'ately and severely :r>etarded women
who :r>equire habit training and continuol..ts
treatment care. Must be closely super~
vised at all times and l"eauire extra
attention at :meal times; some must be fed.
Ages from 20 to 50 years.

POPPE:

Rated capacity 85
Ward population 110
Pre•&mbulatory to early ambulatory and
many bed patients ages 5 to 15 years, who
require oorrtinuous treatment and nursing
oe.re. Some need special attention at
feeding times, and about th:r>ee•fourths of
the ward must be hand fed. All pa ti.ents
must be lifted, bathed, and diapered by
teohnioians.

FINNER'l'Y:

Rated capacity ... 56
\vard population 62
A cerebral palsy treatment ward. Age
not pertinent but essentially over five
and under 21 years, I.Q. above 40 or by
recommendation. Treatment for these
children is provided in many ways: a
physio•therapist• a special school
teacher, and :r>epresentatives from most
departments of rehabilitation; especially
in music and. activities. All patients
are fed on the vtard.

mentally retarded patients and serves the northern counties

i3
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of the state.

'!'he level of care and the treatment tech•

niques utilized at this hospital ave oompavable to those.
employed at other state hospitals for the mentally retarded

~-::;
~------~·-

-------·
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operated by the department and emphaoize treatment rather
than custody.2
The over ... all program is concerned with providing the
very best treatment and care for any and all patients
admitted.

An effort is made to rehabilitate in as short a

~------

time as possible a maximum number of these patients, that
they ma.y be returned to the community as p:roduoti ve 1

.. adjusted oi tizena,

Before a patient is admitted or accepted,

a pre•admiasion clinic staff carefully reviews the proposed

patientts case history to determine not only the nature of
the illness or handicap; but also to determine whether or
not the specialized treatment offered at this institution
can benefit this particular patient.

During the patient's

stay at the hospital• the energies of the entire hospital
staff are utilized in conjunction with the gamut of
therapies and medioinal r>emedies to bring about rehabilita•
tion of the patient.

A basic

three~part

2 -----

--

treatment program

is followed:

(l) Medical and psychiatric treatment and nursing care

------

-----

(2) Education and training
~nd readjustrnent'P9 the .community

(3) Rehabilitation

'Each specialized ward or tini t is directed by a physi•

~. . ~---_

cian-in•oharge and all other personnel involved combine w:t th
this director to form a tean1 to supply the needs of each

patient.

On a broader level, the doctors :and psychiatrists,

nursing service personnel, school department, and rehabili•
tation hherapists work as an organized unit in a team
approach.

(See appendix C")

Since the major! ty of patients a:b an institution such
as this are Children, the educational program involves not
only curricular aetil.d.ties generally associated tvith a
school departmenti" but also the simple menial training
skills such as learnine; to sit up* learning to walk, learning
to talk, learning to feed.oneself, toilet training, personal
hygienG •

Some of th.e older children who have learned to

care for themselves, must nov1. in their educational ax_peri•
enoe learn to care for othePs.

'

----

In reviewing the patient's

case ·history and relative improvements, the ward team may
.function to recommend certain patients for industrial p;taoe•
ment either on the hospital gl.. ounds .or in the community.

In many instances, these work•training

e:~tperiences

have

served as the basis for a patient's livelihood once he has
-~._

_ _:_l_ef_t ~the_hn_spital. ____ .. _____ _
Sonoma State Hospital 1 as an institution, is not
unlike a small city.

The typieal modern single .... story 1

--------
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:too ... bed cottages, rna.ke up the stereotype picture of this
c~

hospital setting •. Each unit is built to house a typical
type patient {with rarnp ent:t."anoes

fo~

wheelchair wards,

~-------------

-

~-~-------------

sol:4eened windo.ws for ·disturbed v.rards, for example), and is
designed to meet the special physical needs of the popula.,.
·t:;!on.

A llO..,bed acute medical and surgical hospital, a

180~bed

the

tuberculosis unit, and a 120•crib nursery add to

facilities~·

In l9l!.9, an appropriation of $12,000 1 000

co:mxaenoed an intensive building p!\ogl"ruth

A

loo ...bed

recei v:tng hospital has t>ecently been courpleted and a ne-v;
two-story Ad.ministrat:ton Buildine is now under construction.
Also under construction at the present tirae are t"t-.ro pedia...

trio units ( toddler•s r units, one and two}, plus
and crippled units (one male and one female)•
bring the hospital capacity to 4100 by 1960.

tl'JO

infirm

These will

i:

'-- ·-------- -------------------

A new

Rehabllitation Serv-ices Center and Chapel are being planned,
with improv-ements and modernization of many of the existing

ward units.

A Psychiatric Unit,. Research Unit, In... service

Training Centel-., and ten other ward buildings are in the
offlng.

An addition to the school

department~

which now

services 350 patients in an educational program, will
further intensify the hospitalts over•all training area.

Other clinical services in the hospital include dentistry,
ehi;r;opody, eleotro ... cardiography, phaP.rnacy, x ... ray, physical
therapy, electroencephalography, and other clinical

~----
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laboratory departments.
~~1 11 500,000

r.-----------

Othe:r facilities include a new

~

kitchen, commissary, a modern laundry, main tan ...

anoe shops, power plant, hog ranoh 1 dairy, poultry ranch,
.

'

orchards, water reservoirs and

.

ptu~:tfying

:

'

plants, fire

station, police department, and post office.

This is

truly a city in itself.
More than 1615 employees constitute the staff of 'the
hospital.

The medical staff consists of twenty-five

physicians;; fif'ty... seven registered nurses and specialists
in such fields as psychiatry, pediatrics, pathology,

sur~

Of the 1615 employees, there are eight hundred

gery 1 eta.

and f:tfty psychiatric teobnic:tans, twelve psychologists,
foll!'teen social service workers, seventeen rehabilitation
therapists, ·twenty... four speolalized school teachers, and
three chaplains.

Working together' aa a team a;r>e included

three dentists, a

oh:t~opodist,

seven

labo~atory

two physical therapists,

technicians, two x•ray technicians, and an

eleotroencepha.logra:m technician.

Supplementing the above

professional staff, are maintenance and tradesmen,

f:t~e

and

security forces, food servioe 1 farming, accounting, and

clerical personnel.

To augment specialized tJ:>aining# a

300•hour training program is required for all new psychiatric
teohnici.a.ns.
---

----------------

--

-

-------

---

In a.ddi tion to this, an
--

-----

-----

-

in•se~vica

~----~

training

-

program is also arranged for other personnel.
There a:r•e still many questions which remain unanswered

8
~------
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concerning mental retardation, 1. ts oa:tises, and its treat ...
:ment.

Sonoma State .Hospital is one of several inst:t. tutions·

'---'-

---------
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within the state carrying on intensive research projects

concerning the causes, diagnosis, and treatment of mental
retardation iri a combined effort to discover and adapt new
and better methods of' care and treatme:nt.
This, in essence, is the combination of personnel,
tools, and media that help provide "• •• prompt modern

treatment. • • to bring about" • • the fullest development
of the mental a.nd physical oapabili ties of the hospital
patients and speed the:tY. return to their communities • • • "3

The total rehabilitation

pro~Jirrun.

Rehabilitation is

basically any purposeful activity that modifies or changes
behavior of the patient involved and is, therefore, a
treatment of the pat:ten1j through activity.

It is e. program

of activity that will meet the patientst needs; and one

which will be meaningful.

It should be controlled by the

ward team through the establishment of goals and periodic
evaluations.
The Rehabili te.tion Sel•vioes Department serves as a.

functional discipline that is dedicated to the :responsibility
of utilizing all modalities available in an effort to pro•
: --~- _____illlQLa_ p_:rQg:r§.m_ _t_m-.ongh_whi_oh_NlCh-'---ohild_o_r _adult shall be ___ _

3Personnel Department~ Sonoma State Hospital, ~·£!!·

.....:---·----

':

4.7
. dev~loped to a. ma..:x:imum

psy~hological

with thlii.t person • s potential.

-------------

ma.tul?ation consistent

r.rhese goals are met through

the Rehabilitation Therapist who

---"

is.~n

3
'---~·-~-~-··-----

expert in the.inter•

personal rela t:i.onships dove loped through the aot:t vi ty or
modality of the structure progrron.

The therapist contr:t ...

butesf in direct work ·tvi th the pat lent individual:cy- or in a
group

situation~

or as a consultant or resource person to

the other disciplines that will nli;imatel:y help develop
the personality of the pat1.ent.

The

prog:t."am~

------·-

a.s it applies

to:ea.ch indiv:td:u.al patient, is.planned, organized,.and
implemented, as well

~1.s

orl tica.117r evaluated, by the ther.a•

This

pists Hho are members of the Therapeutic Team.
peut:to. TeSI.l:ll, commonly known as the \4al"d Team;

t<~ill

IJ~he:ra

...

make

· wr;t tte~ and verbal reconm1endations on program and proogl~(HJs,
and should be responsible for evaluating the program and

This program, however, shall

recommending immediate changes.

be a combined effort. to maintain through activity that 'lt.rhich
is normal in the patient, and t:.o prov:tde meaningful expe:ri•
enees that will contribute to peJ:'lsonal1.ty development and
help the patient adjust to any new experiences that will aid
-----------

in his progress as an individual.
The Department is responsible for scheduling and
.

',,

.

;

·operating the following Rehabilitation facilities:
-------

-

----

-

---

----·

--

----------

(1) The
---------

----

activity center with office space for one mu.sictherapist,
one occupational therapist, one recreation therapist, two

---

--

~-

--------·----- -----
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industrial therapists, and two group leaders.
includes a. main recreation area with

tabl~HJ 1

This building
chairs, a

small kitchen, popcorn machine, sink, stove, and storage
area, public address system, hi.,.fidelity sound system, and
supplies.

The recreation area has space for a badminton

court, ping pong tables, two pianos, and a small platform.

It seats

~,tpproxima.tely

15'0 persons at the tables.

In this

Activity Center is also located the Occupational Therapy
Clinic areas, including a kiln, simple power tools, looms 11

a sewing room, wood-working shop, and a ceramics shop.

The

pa.tientat library, also located in this building, includes
the books, magazines, tables, and chairs, and office space
for a Librarian.

Rest room facilities are provided in this

building for patients and employees"

A beauty shop is part

of the facility, but is not under the

supe~vision

of the
'.:=----

Rehabilitation Depal:'tment.

( 2) p.!l,d,fidee Field.

This out ..

door recr-eation area includes a lighted softball f'.ield and a

concrete tennis and basketball court.
(second floor).

( 3) li,av,e11 Cot tag~,

Th.is area conta.:tns offices for one music

therapist and one occupational therapist; an instrument
repair workshop, a supply room, general work area., and rest
room facilities.

(4) School facilities are utilized by the

Department, when needed, with prope:r clearance.
.

~

,

The over ... all philosophy of the Rehabilitation Services

Department is to involve all people who contribute to

1:::;

r====
I'

r:·
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patient activity.

'.rhe im:por.tant factior in noting progress

~_____:__~--------·--~~
:::;

is' the detailed clinical analysis and evaluation of each

therapist•s program.

Daily attendance is kept on each

-

------------------·---------

~------

group by the individual therapist and clinical notes
involving significant responses and reactions of patients
are noted in 1-..triting after> each activity,
basis.~~

On a monthly

each therapist submi·ts to his immediate supervisor,

a tJeport containing both statistical and narrative ini'ornta""

tion.

His int.'11.ediate supervisor, in turn, combines the

statistioal and narrative material of all the therapists'
programs into a cumulative monthly :report wb.ioh is then
submitted to the supervisor.

In this manner, it is possible

for the Department to keep up .... to ... date clinical reco:!'ds

regarding the progress of e-ach patient and group,

L

A monthly

activity schedule (reh/20) is made out at the monthly
planning meeting and lists on a daily basis

each

of the

c:

F

====

activities, place of activity, wards involved; and therapists

in charge.

Copies are sent to each ward, Nursing Service

supervisors, t.elephone operator 1 admlnistrative heads, and

the Chief Rehabilitation Services in Sacramento.
I•

~1AJOH

DIVISIONS OF Tl!ln REI'IABII,ITA'l'ION DEPARTMENT

The Hehabili ta tion Se:r>vices Department .o.ons:tsts o:f'

three major divisions:

Ward Sel"'vices,

and the Industrial Services.

Centrali~ed

Services,

The Ward Services section of

==--------------
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Rehabilitation services, throue;h an Assistant Supervisor of

~~--:-__::_-_

"
~~~~~~~~c.:;

.. 1

Rehabilitation Services and under the direct supervision of
a Supervisor of Rehabilitation Services, plans and conducts
a rehabilitation program for patient unl ts, \vards 1 or- groups

referred for treatment by \va.rd physicians or psychiatrists.
Ideally) the

prog:r~am.

of the section is planned, organized,

and lmplemen.ted as well as critically evaluated, by the
members of the Therapeutic Team, of 'VJhich the Rehabilitation
~~~rapist

is one

pa~tioipating

member.

The team member$

include the physician or psych:ta.trist, who is charged

ultimately Hith the :responsibility of achieving the program
objectives, and personnel of. nursing services·, social

serovice 1 psychology department, the school department, and
rehabilitation services.

The program. represents 'the sum

total of the contributions of all the team members.

Each

therapist contributes (1) as a consultant to otheJ:t disoi ...
pl!nes in a. program for* the de·velopment of interpersonal

:relationships, in such a way as to result· in the maximum
personal satisfaction to the employee and the ultimate, per...
sona.li ty p:t•ogress of the patient or ( 2) by direct work wl th

the patient, either singly oro in a group.
There are two levels of perforomanoe in the l1ard
Services Section, that of the Assistant Superovisoro of
Rehabilitation Services, and that of the Rehabilitation
Therapist (with appropriate titles according to skills and

s-------c-

::::;-_ _ _ _ _:::::_____::_:_ _ ___.::__ _.=-__::____

:;'~.~.~·~.~.=·"""·~
~-------

speciality).·

~

-_:-=-

'--'----------'--

~-

·-

~~~~~-~

~

The responsibilities of the Ward Services Section
include d.i!'EHJtio:n of. all a.oti vi ties (. vrhi,ch are of a general

=:_:__=- ___-:..::_:__ ___-_:_-

:::;!_::_ __

aoti vi ty ri1.:":ture) relating to Rehabilitation Sertric.es
carried on in the patient un:t·ts of the hospital.

this :rramewo:c>k; 'the

Wa.~d

l:Jithin

Services Section will give con""

sul tation service to· the si.;affs of all patient un:t ts of
""i'====~~-

the hospital, prov:tde supplies for all Hehabllitation Sar•

t-=;

----

vices activities Pl ovided in the patient units in the
1

hospital, supervise all volunteer a.et:t:vi ties carried on in
the patient units in the hospital, and render other serv:toes
as directed or requestt)d.

lf,Jhen staffing patterns parmi t 1

each member of the t'lfard Services staff is responsible for
all rehabilitation services a.ctiv:ttios in a pa.rt;tcular area
of nursing services.

Each member of the staff participates

,.
!

in the training of volu.nteer ;w:rke:rs who corae ·to the hos•

~-----

r=

--

-

-

--

pi tal to offel" services and aupports and directs the ind:t ...
vidual volunteer workers assigned to the area for which he
is responsible.

He also assists with and co ... ordinates the.
~--------

activities of volunteer groups who provide programs within

his area, and prepares clinical notes and evaluations on
the ao ti v:t ty.

The 1rlard Services Section also prov;tdes in-serviee
tPaining for members of.the Nursing Services and Rehah:tlita•
.:>
=
-- - -

tion Services staffs and membel"S of other departments of

-----~-

----

~----

the hospite.l.. as necessary.

The instruction includes lee ...

tures and materials covering the definition of individual
therapies.· history· of the •discipline, description of \'Jard
Services prograra operations vii thin the hosp:t tal, and demon...
atration of pa.J?ticular patient

activities~

Each therapist

is available to anyone of the staff or any unit tvi'!;hin his

area for the purpose of consulting and advising regarding
~

pi"ogram a(}tivi tie.s which m.ay be carried on by the

service personnel or volunteers.

nur~sing

rphe therapist may assist

by providing demonstration programs, including activities

which the nursing service personnel in the·area :may super ...
vise, by teaching techniques and skills

~1i thin

·the limita•

tions of the patients and personnel in the area, and by

providing gui<lanoe for development of education progrruns
within the

lli"1i ts *

.'Where shortages of nursing service per""

sonnel are so acute that providing program activities on a

unit would result ln lo\vered standards of treatment of the
patient, it may be necessary to lnaugurate therapist-led

activities on .the unit.

This is considered only as a

temporar-oy measutie, however 11 alt...rays bearing in mind that tha
program may be taken over by the l•rard starr or voluntee:r>s

at any time that conditions make it possible.
The members of the l.rlard Services Section attend t>l/ard
~'eam

conferences as assigned by the Assistant Supervisor

and approved by the Supervisor.

In specific: instances where

~-=~-------

-

- -- - -- - - - -
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particular patients of. special interest to any individual
therapist are to be discussed, he may request permission to
~-

attend if arrangements can be made lrthieh do not interfere
with regular programs, and if approved by the Assistant
Supervisor or Supervisor.

Any therapist may be called upon

to attend various other meetings

O:t1

conferences as deemed
-==-~=-~~=-

Each month; the charge technician of eaoh of the
patien·t units submits to the Ward Services Therapist in

charge of that particular

area~

a standard form showing

aoti vi ties carried on by 'tvard personnel.

The information

contained in these forma will be reflected in the statis ...
tioa.l report of the therap1.st, as outlined previously.

As a general rule 1 therapists conduct business and
inte:r•personal dealings with members of other departments
·-

- - - -

wi tb.:tn the hosp:i:tal in the norraal progress of the affairs

'

of the section.

L:_ --

These relationships may be directly with

other members of the staff whose positions are equal to or
.~

below those of the therapists in the scheme of hospital
organization.

--- --::_-:::-_ _ ..=_-:::::__=:_-_____:-::-::::_

=--------

As it becomes necessary for the therapist to

eonduct business, to consult, o:r to confer with staff members
outside this general frame of reference, or .in the event of
unre.solvablo conflioii between a member of rehabilitation and
a member of any other department, the contact is made through
----- --

his immediate supervisor.

-

---

----

- - ---

---

-- - -

--
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The other major division of Rehabilitation Services
is the Oent:t>alized Services Section.
section, under the

The members of this

supervision of an Assistant

dire~t

Supervisor of Rehabilitation Services• who is in turn
directly responsible to the superviaov of Rehabilitation
Services~

function as a team to provide (l) specific inten...

sive tveatment for patients referred by the ward teams,
----~-==~-

(2) mass group activities on a lar>ge scale, (3) in•service

t:r>e.ining in the area of orientation and education, (4)
volunteer supervision as assigned, and (5) assistance in
other areas where the demand arises.

fl1e Centralized

Services Section provides both individual and.group
referred•trea tment programs and activities :tn all areas of
rehabilitation through the uses of the va:r>ious media and
modalities,. such as music, occupational and recreation
therapies.

Treatment sessions are held in the central

clinic area or on the ward unit, as may be indicated by the

age, physical condition, or needs of the patient.

The

program and activities are designed to meet the following
objectivest
(1) Emotional Release'
and hosM.lities.
(2)

To provide outlets for agg:r>ession

Sociali~ation and Social Awa:ranesst
To establish a
feeling that living with others is a less-menancing
and le.ss..,.forboding experience; to create ''t>re n
feelings and a desi:ve to ubelong."

(3) Self•awareness:

Introspection, development of

---------- -
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-

-

-

----------

~----·

tolerano.~ and respect for individual needs and
difference.

~~=~~~~~-~-~u

(4) Change in Attitude and Behavio:r from Negative to
Posi ti v<H Create an awareness that new patterns
can be learned.
Expand horizons, enrich arEH:ts of learning and
facilitate normal interest and relationships.

($)

(6) DeveJ,.op a continuing inte~est in a hobby or a
vocation which can be used as a functional tool
after discharge.

(7) Aid :tn developing skills and potentials.
'

(8) Support and contribute to the efforts of the total
hospital staff'in carrying out the:t>apeut:i.o objeo•
tives.
The Centralized Services Section of Rehabilitation
Services works with all patients, either individually or in
groups, referred by the Ward Team to provide activities aid
toward accomplishing those desired results.

All mass and
1.

special activities, in general, aim toward programming for
- - - -

the prevention of
phys~cian

de~er:toration

and

regression~

The ward

makes referrals after the \vard Team has reviewed

~-----c--c-----=~--

-----

--

the case and arrived at some decision as to the desired
-

,_..: ---

results on a special referral slip and affixes his signature
to this.

The duty of' each therapist is to work with all
patients as they are referred to the program.

He schedules

all treatment programs at such times as patients are not

involved in other schedules, such as industrial
clinics, o:.r> the scho0l progl"am.

assign:menta~

Liaison is maintained with

-

------

-

-

~--

other hospital personnel for facilitation in scheduling.

____
-_

~~-~~~
t,:i

;

The therapist is also responsible for the maintenance,
repair, and care of equipment and facilities.

He plans,

schedules* and conducts special and holiday programs.

He

supervises volunteers from community and oivic organizations
when they are p:resent to assist in the prog:ram 1 e:L ther
regulax-ly scheduled or specially planned.

He inteX>viawa
--~===

patients

refe~red

for treatment; reviews their case

h:tstori()ls, and includes them in the appr0pria.te program of
his section.

The Centralized Services therapist 1nay attend

diagnostic conferences or tvard Team conferences on the wal"d

unit as rehabilitation services representative or as an
:tnte:rested party when special consideration is being given
to a patient in his group.
of'

I

L~----

This is done with the approval

his immediate supervisor or- the Supervisor of Rehab:tli• ·
!~
,
_----

tation Serv:tcH)a.

Each thel"apist within the section keeps

accu!*ate daily attendance records and thorough clinical
notes on observation of patient reactions and responses in

each activity.

Fr-om these records, the monthly report

mentioned. earlier is compiled.
At Sonoma s·uate Hospital, there are p!"esently two
Assistant Supervisors of Rehabilitation Services, one in

the area of Ward SeJ:lvices, and one 1n the area of Centralized
Services.

On~

othel? position is included in the schematic

setup of .the Rehabllitation Department; that of an Assistant

p

--

---------- - -
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~~----------=----'--0_

·Supervisor of the Industrial Thera:py section, who would
have charge of the Group Leader Program and Industrial

Therapists.

~e

specific duties of·the Assistant Super•

visor of Rehabilitation Services differ somewhat between the
two sections.
n~..rorking

Although both positions are classified as

supervisors" lvho carry on some of the activities

gene:rally assigned to other Rehabilitation The11apists in the
section, their general duties are in the

are~

of supervising

and co.,.ol:'d:Lnating the prog:roams of the personnel assigned to
the section.

They supervise the clinical. training of the

student workel"S 5.n this section.

They stimulate participa ...

tion by Nursing Service personnel in activities related
to the section and provide guidance for these groups on
individual projects.

They counsel with each therapist

individually as the need may arise.

They cooperate l'tith

other hospital .personnel in ooord:tna.ting the activities of
the section with other therapeutic programs.
supervisory and staff meetings in an
evaluate the over-all program"

effol'~t

They attend

to plan and

They spend an average of

thirty per cent of the work week :t.n face ... to•fa.ce contact
activities with patients-.

They conduct a. portion of the

in-service training given in the institution.

~Phey

super•

vise the programs or the other individuals of the section
and observe such programs on

occasion~

They assist in the

preparation of perfor:mance Patings for other members of' the

rcc-::====
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g-

se'o't:ton, · and plan and conduct research activities when· the
.

;

'

·-

"'"'""

-------.

··-·· ···-····

=-~~~-~~~

-

-

-

..:::.;

'

oppoJ:'Itunities arise.· They' are responsible for the ordering
.

.

'

.

of supplies and equipment fov the maintenance of a. t:t?ea.tlilent ·
program..

They aot for the supervisor at such times as

requested or in his absence and correlate activities of
their particular section with ea.oh of the other secti-ons in
a· well ... :t.ntegratod pl:>Ogram.

- - ------------ -- -- ---

The Superv:i.sor has many responsibilities •

He is the

direct supervisoJ:'I of tl1e Assistant Supervisor of
tation

Services~

Rehabili~

the Co-ordinator of Volunteer Services• of

the Industrial Tl1evapist ,· Libl?arian, and

Cle:r~k Typists~

The Supervisor develops and supervises a program for the
rehabilitation of

p~atients

through his personnel who in twn

organize ind:t vidual and group therapy ac·ti vi ties.

His

..

=-~-

---------~--~

-~----

responsibilities include recruiting staff, making general

wo::rk assignments, developing program principles and goals,
correlating the services in the Rehabilitation Department
with the other members of the Therapeutic

~J:eam.,

a plan for facilities and parks on the hospital

developing
grounds~

-----------·

preparing budgets, evaluating staff,. preparing veports 1 and
offering service.s wheve needed or required.

Under medical

direction, he develops and evaluates a general program for
the rehabilitation of patients through the modal.it:Les of
the department.

He not only oo.;oo.rdirtates the department

- - - - - -

functions with the functions of other departments in ·bhe

---------------------- ----------
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hospital, but he co-ordinates the sections within his own
departmentj!

He is the committee rep:resentat:tve for the

~~~-~~-~~~~-~~~

H

depa.:rtment and the reviewing officer fox- performance
reports of therapists and group leaders.

He :ts ·the actual

ratev on the performance reports for the clerk typists,
Oo•c>rdim\tor of Volunteer

Services,~~

Assistant Supe:rvisor,

Librarian II, and others who report directly to the Super•
;:__::

visor.

He clarifies departmental

procedtU~es

_____

-------

--

and is respon•

sibl.e fox> clearance and im.plementr-ltion of the department's
program.

He acts as a resource person in administration and

makes reports and monthly summaries for the administrative
heads.

He participates l:n the :tn... service tro.ining prog!lrun

and acts as a counselor t..rhen needed.

He develops through

the necessal'y channels, the in ... service training programs for
departn1enta.J. personnel and develops a training program for

students from educational institutions.

He develops rela•

tionships with local public and private agencies along with
the oo ..ordinator of Volunteer Services; and prepares the
total bu.dget data fo1,. the department.

He is responsible

~-~---~--~--~--~---

for the mo:rale of th.e depart-ment and for the rapport and

tntel'personal relationships between Hehabili ta tion Services,
other departments, Nttt?sing Services, and the administration

of the

hospital~

The Industrial Services Section has a line respon•
s:tb:tlity to the Supervisor of, Rehabilitation Services and :ts

------

- - - - --- ---- --

-

-

~--------

functionally responsible to the ward physician.

The

Indus~

~~~~~~~~~~~
u

trial Therapy progPam. is under the direction of the
As s1.stant Supervisor of Hehabili ta. t:ton Services.

Included

''
F""

::;! _ _ _ _

under IndustX>ial Se:t"vices is the group leader program
which reC$iVes functional supervision under this program.

Industrial Therapy is defined as the application of the
concept of utilizing purposeful vocational placement as a
~--- ---~-~~=~~-~=

tool in the training, rehabilitation, and evaluation of
'

'

patients in the rehabilitation seX>vices pvogram,

The pur""

pose of this section is to extend and plan the hospital
t>Jork program along such lines that work placements will

serve as a thevs.peutio agent to aid in the rehab:t.li ta tion
and training of mentally retarded patients.
effo~t

to

b~ing

There is an

into industrial therapy as many patients

as can possibly benefit by this type of program. . The
specific objectives of the industrial therapy program
include training of patients in general work areas, training
. in specialized work tasks, pl"ogression or upgrading of

patients in l"'eal:t. ty situations, development of responsit= --

bility of desirable work habits, increasing aooeptanoe of

responsibility, maintenance of maximum vocational potential,
and inoreas.ed aelf'!ii;esteern through suocess:f'ul job expe:rienoes.

The Industrial Therapist assigns patients to hospital
industri.es in accordance with their psychological needs and
i_: __

physical limitations tJJi th the concurrence and approval of'
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the ward;physicia.n 1 nursing start, industrial supervisors,
and other professional personnel involved.

t~lhere

a Ward

Team is active, assignments are made in eonjunc'Pion with
the Team.

The industrial therapist obtains the social

control and psychological history of each patient before
making an industrial assignr,1ent.

He

analyzes industrial

jobs to be filled, compiles a job analysis survey of each
-==-

hospital industry, describes the specific job, qualif:toa. ...
tiona a.nd supervision required.

This would also involve

,.
~

t_:

condi tiona of the 'tvork and gener•al impressions of the job
as

a

training area..

He visits wards, industries, shops,

and treatment groups to ascertain if patients are available
f.o:v industrial placement and to learn of patients• progress

and interests.

He plans treatment goals for specific

patients with the Ward Team..

-----

!~

He acquaints physicians and

other personnel with oppo!"tunities for pa·t;ient placement,
evaluates patients' work progress 1n written reports,
recommends change in assignment or release from assignment
-

and informs social workers of patient participation in
induat:rial therapy so that this information may be coordinated on the level planned.

Under the direct supervision of the industrial thera•
pist, the Group Leader program functions as an effective
psychiatric process.

It dPaws upon the skills of' psyohia ...

trists, psychologist: a, social t..rorkers,; v1ard personnel,

.
------

c•====
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rehabilitation the!',ap:tsts) and other treatment team members •.
It is a developmenta.l.and motivational program to which

patients are assigned to give them experience in a variety
of activities in an attempt to hasten and develop recovery.

Assignment of patients to the group leader program is tor
the!'apeutic gain only.

l'!~ffectiveness

of' the group is

measur>ed in terms ,of patient improvement oz• progression;.: ·

rl'he specific jobs ,of the group leader prog:r'am. include

i-~

utilization of the group process as an outlet for physical

aggression- development, oppo!•tuni ty for socialization
through a variety of activities,

pre~vocat:tonal

patient,

I

t:r>aining* and opportun.ity for development of acceptable
behavior patterns on a bl:"oadar basis than is possible on

the ward.

The program provides a controlled situation. in

which patients• ability to accept responsibility can be
developed and evaluated.

It :ls subsequently designed also

to prevent regression and detel"'iorat:ton of the continued.

treatment patient.
--

Each of the five group leaders has the responsibility
of supervising one or more basic groups of patients. · Th.ese
basic groups are composed of the follm..ring categories of

patients t

(a) recently adr.ni tted patients :r•eferred f'or

speo:talized group activities, {b)

t~.cutely

ill patients Who

have progressed to a point where they are permitted off the

ward 1 (c) chronically ill or disturbed patients who can

-----

function cmly under group .supervision. (d) patients 1-1ith

~~~~:--~~~--~~=--~~~~
~

;.._]

behavior problems who need specialized supervisionand
training., (e) pre.-.voeational patients

fox~

training and

socialization jobs.

The group leader·supervises groups of patients in
selected off ...ward activities.

He provides leadership and

:motivation for patients to achieve therapeutic motivational
~
~

and developmental objectives.

He maintains clinical records

---

-- ~

----

L~

of patientst progress and prepares Peports on patients,·
group activities, special
The

Bibl:i.oth.el'~apy

incidents~

etc.

section is located in the Activit;y

Center and is under the dit>eotion of the Supervisor of
:Rehabilitation

Servioe~h

The services of the patients'

library are limited only by the patients who make UBe of.

this :racility. · The libPa:ray provides materials to help
:=

patients who are able to advance themselves and to make

~=---------

"

r:====
!

life more pleasant for others.

Childrents

books~

magazines,

scrap books; and greeting cards of all types are accepted

by the library on a donation basis and distributed to the
various wards of the hospital..

Donation items vthioh are

distributed to the wards, are not generally returned to the
library.

Purchased books and materials, hm·1ever, a:r•e filed·

and ar:ranged alphabetically in an effort to include biblio•
therapy in some small way as an educational aspect to the

patient.

Books al?e signed out 1n the same manner as they

L::

----

~---------

would ba in any normal public

lib~ary.

The librarian con• .

~~~~~~--~~0~~~-~

....

ducts pre-wschool story hours, 'pl'•imary rending sessions, and
element~:ry

picture association training clasHe::h

·cases volunteer help is solicited in this

a1~ea

In many

in an effort

·ho expand the bibliotherapy section as a functional rather
than cliversional activity in the total rehabilitation

One of' the most vi tal l?esouPces in the reha'bi11tat1on

program is 'that given by volunteer services.

T11e entire

volunteer program is under the direct supervision of the
Co-ordinator of Volunteer Se1'lvioes, who 1. s in turn respon,..
sible to the Supervisal" of Heb.a.b:t.li ta tion Services,.

The

volunteer g:t.·11es se:-&vioe .by supplementing, not replacing;

sel"'Vices given to the patient by the hosp:t tal staff •

He

provides addi-tional resources unavailable to the hospital
or incl"€Hases

tb.~

:r•E'H3ources available to the hospital by

supplementing community contacts.

He assists the patient

in bridging the gap between institutional and cormuunity
life.

He provides the patient

within the inst;i tution.

l·;i th

a more normal life

He increases the oppoJJtuni ty for

the cormuunity to know and m1derstand more about mental
retardation,

thus,~~

and acceptancth

hopefu.lly, increa.sing community action

He makes the hosp:t tal an aetive part of' the

· connnu..11ity and the community an active part of the hospital.
The Ooordinator of Volunteer Services provides active,

,_
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well-trained volunteers, where requested by ·the hoapi tal,
within the .t'ramewor>k of the medical setting.

She conducts

~~~~~-~-~~~~~~~

t1

surveys to determine hospital needs whioh can be supplied

by volunteer workers, plans and conducts the recruitment
and inf.o:t"lnation program designed to interest the community
x-es1dents in providing services.

She develops an orienta•

tion program designed to acquaint volunteers with. the
history of mental retardation and illness, with the hospital
r..:

program, and with the various types of treatment and
behav1o:ral characteristics of the patients.

She arranges

I

fol" in;,;.service t!laining in dr>der to provide voltmteer

workers with the specific knowledge and skills ·to do their
job.

It is her duty to provide general direction of the

volunteer worlmrs, to suppler11ent day-to .. day supervision
normally supplied by the section or department to whiah the
voluntee~

is assigned.

She keeps !'ecords of services

);"enderad and arra.ngEHl for appropria ta reoogni tion of these

services.

She addresses community groups and acts as the

official liaison between the hospital and the community
conceJ?ning

volunte~r

services.

She prepares material for

use by newspapers, television and radio stations,
describing hospital and patient activities in connection
with the wo:rk of volQnteers.

In actuality; the coordinator

of volunteers is responsible for all volunteer services

given to the hospital.- This does not imply that she is

!~
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eXQlusively

responsibl~

for all community contacts but it

;;;;.

does require that the volunteev office be notified so that
the hospital ·can be assured that all volunteer work with the
pa ti.ents meets the s,tande.rds of performance established tor

volunteers and that their services are acknowledged•
It 'is the ;t>esponsibility, of the Coordinator to insure

that volunteer groups are properly screened and trained,
that the volunteer program actually supplements the hospital
program rather than conflicting with it, that the volunteers
abide by the standa:r>ds and regulations est.ablished by the

hospital, and that the volunteel" prog!1am in no way conflicts
with the hospital-tl..eatment program.
up

prop~r

The Coordinator sets

channels, to give assistance to the staff in

understanding the, purpose and use of. volunteeJ.?s, and to

provide volUl'lteers with the opportunity for a successful and
satisfying

exper1enot~h.

In lilte manner, the hospital has a

r»csponsibility·to be effective, as the volunteer se,.vices
program :must be accepted by the hoapi tal.

Therefore, ade ...

quate facilities should be provided.
The Coordinator of Volunte$rs is vesponsible for·

subm.:t tting a 1nonthly report, including sta. t:t'stical and
narrative sections 1 to the Supervisor of' Rehabilitation
Services. ·A monthlypaper is mailed to the volunteers,
recording volunteer services., changes in program, helpful

hints on a.ot:tvities, and similar items; in an attempt to

-

.
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increase communication between the hospital and community.

~-~-~-~o=-~~-,~,~~
'-'

. The Coo:rdinator also prepares a volun.teel'· ra.anual for
.

.

.

or:tenta·cion and in•serv:tce training of volunteers.

THE PLACE OF NUSIO IN REHABILITATION
The concern of many professional and laymen alike is
.

.

to discover exactly where music

the~apy

fits into the total
~-=~~~--==-~=--=-

rehabilitation program •. By dealing with each of the allied
therapies separately, a bett&l? understanding of rehabilitta""
tion as a whole and of the part which each of' the allied
therapies plays may be achieved.

Music, as an adjunctive

therapy. is of no more or no less importance than any of
the foregoing therapies.· Its contribution to the total
rehabilitation program lies in its value as a medium or a
modal! ty.

The degree of success with t-thich music is used

depends upon many extrinsic factors and variables not only
with the therapis·t who is using this modal:t ty 1 but in the
total hospital climate.
~

-----------

Music therapy is the use of music as an a<ftjmrant
therapeutic tool available to the physician who prescribes
the total plan fo:r helping the patient to better

health~

ttthe underlying theol"y for music in therapy conforms to
ae()epted principles of other adjunctive therapies.

irJhex•e

music therapy has been used in "lell ... defined structured
situations and with good imagination and flexibility by

"'·---.~~-.---·-
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wall•qualified people, it has produced good results.

. ..... ·-·-

....

~~~-~~___:,_-~~--:__~-~~~-~_;_~~
u

In a cooperative situation, such as the rehabil:i.ta, ....

tion progra.ra at Sonoma State Hosp:Ltalt the music therapist,
or any other therapist for that matter, cannot isolate
himself'. his ideals:. his pe.rticular type of implementation,

in a world of his own.

His success will depend upon the

relat:t ve success of other m.ernbe:r:-s within his department,.
The success they see will retleet upon him and likewise the

rapport· he presemts lvill reflect upon them.

Rehabilitation·

:ts a combined eff'ot>t or all therapists and personnel.
At Sonoma State Hospital,.music plays a vital part
in the total rehah:tl:ttat:to.n program.

The Occupational,

Recreation, and Industrial Therapists all use the modallty
of music in one form or another in many or their programs.
The School Department and the teachers therein, use the
modality of music in their teaching process w:tth the blind

and partially sighted, .with the deaf' and ha!'d of hearing,
and u1th the physically handicapped and mentally limited.
Music is used in conjunction with simple arts and crafts,
recreational ga:mes 1 and :mass group activities such as
birthday parties,

19

open•house," and gala outdoor festivities.

Eaekground music is used at Chamberlain and Butler hos ...
pi talS; in the
dirttng

~oorrts.

"t-~t:d ting

r>ooms, in the ward 1:tni ts 1 and in the

Everyone who is lnvolved in rehabili ta. tion

is somehow involved in music, and likeld..se, ovel:'ywhere

-===-=--=
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music is involved there may be therapeutic value. ·
JVIusic reaches into almost every phase of therapy.
Sufficient musical skills and understanding of the

rehabili~

tation prog.rrun prepare the therapist to cover a broad range
of music activities.

These are prescribed by the physician

on a clinical basis and· the music t:herapist must have an

understanding of how to structure the music sessions to
supplement or e.dhere to certain. gi van goals.

\!fi th

the

~-

retarded groups, body rhythms a:r,e used along with simple

musical gamest for the physically handicapped, activities
are included which improve muscle tone, :t:no:rease strength•
and develop coordination

t¥1 thin

the limi tat:tons of the

patients.
(For a schematic table of organization of Rehabilita•
tion Services, see appendix B.)
===
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CHAPTER IV
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BASIC PRINCIPLES, PROBLEMS, AND TECt!N!f;l.U:BJS OF MUSIC
IN THERAPY IIVITHIN THE CENTRALIZE!}) AND WA.RD

SERVICES SECTIONS OF REHABILITATION
AT SONOMA STATE HOSPITAL
To

d:i.scove~

some of tb.e basic pv:tnciples and tech,..
---

~

--~

-~--

n:tques used in our music programs today and to fully unde:x:•
stand the problems in the organization and adrn:tnistrat:ton of

these programs; the WPiter has attempted 1n this chapter to

discuss· the present•da.y music programs •

It is d:tffieul t to

isolate principles and techniques as they relate to a
specific program, without discussing the particular problems
involved in that program.

Likewise• it is difficult to

attempt to elaborate on the specif'io problems of any prog:ram

~------

without relating to the techniques and practices which are

,i-'
'

to be used and which.:tn turn may be the cause of some of
these problema.

Therefore, we shall oonside:tt principles.

problems, and techniques as a total unit in this chapter.
As outlined in ·the previous chapter • Rehabili ta t:ton

Services is subdivided into two main categories """ the Ward

Services function and the Centralized Services function.

In

the Centralized Services Division, there are tt-10 specific
CHl.tegories••the referred individual and group-treatment
program, and the mas-group activity program.

~-

i

Any discussion
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of the mass•aotivity programs must keep in mind that these

~---

~----~~~~--~~~-~~.:;

are designed primarily on a recreational and diversional

basist rather than a purely clinical one.
The hospital dance orchestra, which numbers twelve,
was first organized some years ago by tl:u>ee patients who
v.rorked at the hospital dairy.

These three patients,

Henryt Ray, and Louie, played banjo, harmonica, and drums
respectively, and. met during lunch periods and .fJ:iee evening
hours to enjoy themselves and entertain other patients on
their ward.

'I'hey sang and played., using home•made and

donated instruments, and soon gained prestige on the ward.

They played and sang primarily because they enjoyed doing so
and because they felt they could offer some of the other
patients a limited wmount of recreation and diversion.

Soon

afterwards other patients who v1ere musically inclined, began

,_

\-~

joining the group and Henry had six amateur musicians with
varying talents.

This group, which he called the Dairy

Band,; was the start of an organized hospital . dance t:>rches tra .. ·

Under the present•da.y

s~tup,

patients are encouraged

to study individually and in groups, on various instruments;
so that in time they me.y join the orchestra.
here, however, is a complex one.

The problem

With a limited staff•

including only two Music Therapists 1 it is impossible to
.find enough time to give pl'livate instruction to as many
patients as could benefit from it.

Very few instruments

-- ---=
- - - - -- -
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are ava:tlab1e anddonat:tons of valuable items such as
musical· instruments. are few and far

belief that

th~:HHi>

bet~veen,

~~~~-~~-~-~-~~

contral'y to the

'-'

i teras can be· see"t:tred ea.sily through dona,.
-·

------

tiona.

~~he

baf:dc problem, however,, in giving individual and

group instruction on instr-uments to prepare patients for the
hospital orchestra, is the

t~me

element.

These ment:3.lly

limited pe9ple are extremely slow·itl lea,rning and it takes a
"""

------------

great deal of time to bring them to a level at which they
can be adndtted to an orchestra.
exists in giving private

Another problem which

instruction~

is the lack of

f'aoili·biEHh . There ;ts no private, quiet place where individual instruction can be given and there are no private
practice rooms where patients can go daily to wo!'k or study.

Theref'ore, those patients !'eaeiving individual instru(ltion

'"""':
L

do not have the opportunity to practice daily in order to
improve on their instrument.

Daily prac.tice is certainly a

-----

ori terion for the so•aalled !'normal 11 1ndividual who is
atte~pting

to progress musically .on an instrllln.ent.

The

mentally limited, theref'ore 1 would. need at least as much, i:t'

not more,

""----

-------

consideration~

The organization, as :tt stands presep.tly; meets twiae
a vre.ek for full band r-ehearsal.

One evening is set aside
/

fov a two ...hour reheavsal, and, another evening is set aside
:ror the vteekly danae •

On two afternoons, the music thera""'
~-------------=-----

pist conducts a series of individual and group instruction

1)
2-------·-

taking the percussion instruments and melody group instru....
· manta in separate training sessions.

in

This technique is used

.

.

.

the hope that the smaller groups can more readily absorb

the fundamentals during these instruction periods and in

turn, find it easier to incorporate what they have learned

:tnto the full ban<l rehearsal.

Therefore, ip this manner,
/

more ti111e can he gi vert to individuals within the smaller
group and

m~ny

of their specific musical problems can

b~

:

~~~ --~----~~----~----=
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worked out.,

L

Individual lessons are also given to the

patients who are already in the orchestra, in an effort to
encourage each patient to gain the greatest proficiency on
his instrument, relative to his own limitation.

In the end,

this measure not only provides a better sounding group, but
gives added impetus to the patient who is gaining in knowledge
and pro:f'icienoy, and offers him a real sense of accomplishmen.t.

The techniques used during individual and

gX~ou.p

instruction and in the total group sessions, vary from time
to time with the general hospital ''atmosphere. n Although
definite limits and standards are set by the music therapist•

a f':ree permissive atmosphere is generally maintained.

This

offers the patient an opportuni-ty to express himself
creatively and musically and encourages initiative and self.,
government.

Although the music therapist structures the

program and encourages the patients, the group actually

-
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functions under a patient leader.

Somewhat like a modified

therapeutic community, the patients .. in the hospital dance .
'

~-~~~c=-~~~~~-~

"';~

'

orchestra plan their mvon picnics and outings, seleot many·
of the songs to be played a.t the weekly dances, assemble
the:tl? own equipment, and aid one anotiher :tn ·the care and

maintenance of instruments,

They help audition new per ...

sonnel for the ovchestra and vote on aooepta.noe or rejection
of proposed playing engagements.

They are often called
~-

upon to play for various· t-fard parties and dances., Sunday
aftel"'noon musicales; monthly bir-thday parties,. etc.

They

are considered by most of the hospital ata.ff (and patients

as well)., as the "prestige group n of the hospital. tV:tthin
the past year, new and additional equipment has been
secured for the orchestra wh.:tah provides them with the

L
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means for producing a better sound and the opportunity to
progress :more rapidly.

Five new

dance~band

stands 1 which

were made by patient orchestra :members, add a. professional
touch to the group.

\vi th the addition of these things- they

f"unct:ton more as an u.n:t:eied group :in a. :more professional
manner than before.
In an attempt to speed up the learning process and
give the band personnel an opportuni'l:;y to observe and

actually play along with professional musicians, a volunteett
program has recently been established.

Each week t1.-ro or

three professional union musicians volunteer their time and

~----------

~---
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-

-

-
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effort,

train

under~the.di:rlection

~nd

of the Mus:ta Therapist, to help

teach :tndiv::tdual patients in the orchestra.

rrhese volunteers actually play along with the hospital

orchestra at the weekly patient dances.

r11his

·technique is

used in an effort to build morale, to add p:t'lest:tge to the
group 11 to give the group a raore professional sound, and· to
offer the group a feeling of being a professional un:tt., ·
There are many p:r•oblems involved in such a prograra u:t th

volunteers; however.

Through the Coordinator of·, Volunteer

Services, these volunteers must be screened carefully to

include only those individuals who are musically competent,
who have an understanding and knowledge of this particular
type of. patient, who realize the limitations necessary in

L
!
1-~

their service, who give of. their time and effort without

b --f~

~---- o - -

I·

pay, and who gain rapport easily with patients and hospital
,-----~--

start.

IJ."h.ey rnua t be ,dependable, sincere, and t1111d.ng to

cooperate with the Music Therapist within the scope of his

established program.
The patient dance held each lJednesday night is also a

mass group activity and a Centraltzed Services function.
The music therapist in charge of the dance orchestra is also
in charge of. this weekly danoe.
teen tmits are represented at
mat.ely

t~;>o

pa tienta.

Genevally, twelve to fit'""

(HlCh

dance, total-ing approx:t-

Although each ward unit sends one

Psychiatric Technician to supervise the group, the l-1usio

~
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Therapia~

is directly responsible for the over·all activity

~~~~~~,-o-~""0==-----=e:-"

w

and the success or failure of the danae.

He works in close

conjunction with the Psychiatric Technicians and with the
supervising :Psychiatric reeohnici.a.n responsible for general

supervision.

It is the responsibility of the Music

~1erapist

to check vtith Nursing Se:t"vices to make sure that the wards

are notified of the dance, and that the super>vis.tng Psychia•
;=;--~~~=----~-=-

trio Technician in charge has assigned persormel to escort
the ward units to the

auditoriur~

where the dance is held.

iJ.'he :r.1usic Therapist must also make a.r•rangements for trans•
porta.tion to and from the dance for the dance orchestra
personnel.

He

must clear sec.urity ,,ua.rds for those patients

requiring special escort and supervision,. and must make
special axorangementa for the orchestra personnel to arrive
at the danoe thirtyminutes earlier and remain thirty
minutes later, to enable them to set up their instruments
e:nd ste.nds, and disassemble and store their equipment when
the dance is finished.

This is a. necessary part of their

training process.

~--~-~~----

The patient dance is primarily organized as a
diversional pl?og:Nl.m.

It offers the pat:i.en·ts an opportun:t ty

to socialize and offers facilities fol? emotional and physi•
cal release •

':rhis if.! often one of the few opport1m1 ties

nboy..,friend u has to meet ttgirl.;.fr:tend. 1·1 \IJhen special

hol,ida.ys or events occur, large scale dances are plarmed
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and include extensive decorations, door prizes, spot dances,
rafreshJ:nents, and sometimes oostUJ:'l'l.ea.

In most oases; the

patients themselves help in decorating the auditorium and
in serving refreshments, and take much pride in their
ability to participate.

It seems that; the patients feel a

great need to be of importance and to feel wanted or neoes ...
sary.

Activities such as these help satisfy these needs.

nsooial Hour," an evening ente:vtainment 1 is a

F --- -_-:-=------==--=~--=
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st.ruotured mass-group activity supervised by 'Centralized

Services.

Each week four v-rards are selected ( t'tvo male, two

female) to participate in this function.

~1e

group generally

numbers between lt5 and 100 patients and the program is set
up primarily as a recreational activity.
fo~ app~oximately

The activity lasts

two hours and is designed to meet

specific needs of the patients.

!t includes such phases as

organized group games and act:tvit:tes; group singing, dancing,
bingo, etcetera•

The purpose of this activity is primarily

concerned \'lith the socialization factor in rehabilitation,.
~Iany

ot the ward uni ta are composed of a oePta:tn type, age

level• and limitation.

vli thin the hospital setup; ward

personnel tend to develop their own groups and cliques.

Many patients from one particular

\va:rd

unit fail to realize

the importance of being able to associate with other patients
having lo1-teJ? I .. Q. t s or more severe limi ta. tiona than they
possess,

Certain male ward units tend to associate only

'2-----

with certain female ward units and are reluctant to associ"''

ate with gir.ls from the other units,. In selecting.t.he f'ow
wards to participate in the weekly Social How program, the
therapist in charge attempts to satis!'y patient requests by

p -- ---------- ----

combining male and female·un:tta which generally .function
well together,.

However 1 a de.finite effort is also made to

I

I_
i

combine male and female units which do not ordinarily

I
-----
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'

function well together.

~~en

a group of. this

nat~e

is

brought together in this situation, the therapist in charge
makes every eff'ort to expose the patients to the value. of
this type social setting and :tncorporat.es within the
evening's program recreational games and activities that
fall

t.Yi thin

easy reach of' an atypical group.,

This technique

lends itself well to this situation and does not force
individuals to pair up or lose identity within thei!l own

~-o-----~~----~~--

I
~~

group•

As time

continues~

the barrier vlhieh these ,patients ,

have ,placed between themselves gradually disappears and
a program demanding closer individual association can be .

r;·--F'-----1

L __ !~---

planned and executed .•

------

"--=··===
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vli th similar groups of atypical wards which have

progressed to the point of social acceptance of one anothe:r;
possibilities of education and training arise.

-------

For

example~

when a section of time is allotted to dancing, the the:re.pist
may choose to teach the boys the proper method of' requesting
a dance from a girl; the proper way for a girl to accept a.

,.
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dance from a boy} the correct procedure for a 'J?oy to use in.

returning

th~

girl to her chair afte;r;t the danoe,.or a g:race ...

ful way for a girl to refuse a dance when

Tpese

requested~

may seem like trivial items in the total hospital 1.s treat ..
ment program, but these al:"e real problems to the teen•age

patient who re. oognizes t.hem as such.
The monthly birthday part-y,. held on the third
Saturday of each month, is designed for.all ambulatory
:patients in the hospital whose birt,hd.ays fall
particula:J? rnonth.

1,11i thin

a

This is a mass ...group aeti vity and a

Centl"a.lized Services function.

Although it is not designed

as a spe'oif:tc music activity, there is generally some music
in the over .... all progre.m, including the perfor-mance of the

hospital dance orchestra, which plays each month for this

affair.

These patients at Sonoma State Hospital are not

unlike. ou!i so-called ttno:m.al" ohild:ren and desire personal

pecogn:ttion vJhenever possible.

Most of the patients are

aware of the significance of birthdays and derive a definite
-----

amount of satisfaction in being able to attend the monthly
birthday party, at vthich they are reoogn:tzed ind:i.vidually.

Each patient i$ oalled by name to the stage and given a
bi:J?thday gift.

~rh:ts

is the highlight of the prog:J:>am.

Secondly.; but by no means leas important, is the huge
birthday cake and the g:r•oup singing of nuappy Birthday. u ·
Around this center of attraction :tn the program.

.-=----=---===---
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reoreat:tonal games and dancing are provided and all patiEmta
present are enooUPaged to participate•

.' . .

~

Oftentimes, though not ea.eh month, volunteer groups
come to the hospital to sponsor these. monthly birthday

Tl).ese gl..oups tvork .in conjunction with the thera ..

parties.

pist in the execution of the

had previously planned.
b~ings

progr~m

which the therapist

Occasionally, the volunteer group

in semi ...profes~ional entertainment and additional

J:"efreshments or gifts, t-1h:l.ch the patients v-reloome and
enjoy.

A

progr~m

,_:

~:~--r~

1-

such as this not only provides the

feeling of belonging and recognition mentioned above, but
aff'ords entertainment and diversion for the patients as tvell.
Probably the largest mass groups handled by Centl"al ...
ized Services are those. involved in the
aotiv:tt:tes..
E~ster

~J2e?J.a1_... events

These events would include such activities as

parties and dance, Easter bonnet parade, Christmas

parties and song ... fests, Ohri$tmas pageant, 4th of July
eelehrat:ton and fair, "opan•house,

11

Memorial Day act1.v:ttiea,

Thanksgiving Day. fes·tivities, Halloween costume dance,

Valentinet-s Da.y King and Q,ueen Ball, and the New Year•s :{:Gve

Dance.

'J:ihese specia.l .. avent aetivi ties generally include

much planning,

coordination~

of many therapists within the

t._: ___ _

and organization on the pa:rt
departmen~"

The activities

are generally gala events, involving elaborate decorations,
costumes, ref.resbmenta, and entertainment.

A team of

~---------------
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. therapists, under the direction of a chai:rman 1 work out the
problems involved in planning large•noale events which would
include as :many $.s 1500 patients~

Scheduling, coordination,

integration of programs, clearance with Nursing Services,
enlisting of technician help for supervision, and approval
f'rom doctors• vrard units, psychologists, and 8ocial Service
are all part of the over-all program planning.
----------

Where food and refreshments are to be served, the
therapist in charge must make arrangements with food
service weelts bef'ore the activity is to take place in order
to be assured of adequate ref'reshn1ents.

involves

orr~grounds

If the activity

transportation, he must clear with

Social Se:t?vice, Security, transportation, and ward physicians
and p(;rsonnel at least t\io weeks in advance.
a.ncea must be made by w'mora.nda (in

~1ri t:tng)

These olEHll.l'l ...
and rnust be

double-checked by phone tvm or thPee days in advance of
the activity.

..

-----=--=--=--=--=--=--

The therapist must clear with other depart ...

ments such as school, psychology, and social service to be
-~------

s'\We thai:; the activity does not conflict with other pro""'
gram.s, clinical demonstrations, or the like.

He must make

arrangements for the use of the faolli ties \vherever the
activity is to be held and appoint decorating, :t?efresbment.
and clean*UP committees.

Although these generally consist

of patients, the therapist is directly responsible for
their supervision.

-

-

-

-----~~----

--

"---------

-------------------- - --------
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Occa$ionally special ·events :must be cancelled be.cause .·
,,

G

of' mass illness on the ward, lack of Nursing Service person-:
nel for supervision, bad weather·., . or

illnee~s

on the part of ,

the therapist in charge.,. . Because of the :f'act that Hehabili ..

ta.tion Services Department at Sonoma State Hospital is

understaffed, ,each theJ:>apist carries a: maximum load and it
is sometimes impossible for t;l.nothe:r therapist to take over
'

;=;=~=-~=~---~-

a special event program for the one who is
necessitate cancellation of tho program.

ill~

This would

Supervision at

:mass group activities is an impo:J?tant factor.

Under the

present hospital organization all patients mus'b be personally
esco:r>ted an:ywhe:re on the hospital grounds after the hour of
~-: 30

p.m.

Therefore, 1-.rhen Nursing Services is short on

personnel for some reason or other 1 many patients are
deprived of the opportunity to attend such a program beoausE:l

~-

the ward unit cannot spare a technician for escort purposes.
~-----

If this situation :ts·true of several wa.rds 1 the activity
must be cancelled.

During the winter months when rain and
-- - - - - - - - ----

bad

weathe~

--

prevail, patients must be transported to and·

from the place of activity in the hospital bus.

On occasion.

this vehicle is 1xnder repair or being used for priority
purposes and cannot be used for on... grotmds transpo:rta tion,

Because there is no other means of transportation, at suoh
times the aotivi ty must be oanoelle.d.
There are innumerable problems other than these which
----- - - - - -

-- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

8.3
~-

confront the therapist in planning a large scale special

~r

-

--

-_ --·----

event, but which 1-fould not be e-Xpedient to discuss in
de1;ail at this point.

On many of the special holidays, off-grounds

activities are

planned~

Selected groups of patients are

taken both day and evening

to

such affairs as the Ice

Follies 1 baseball games, concerts, fairs, circuses, m:usi ...
- --

. . . .·
. .--

.. - . -

cales, etc., in an effort to e:x:pose the patient to the
noutside world."

Th.is technique is used primarily to

involve th() patient with so-called ttnormal It people as often
as poss:tble to give him opportunities to relate to
living situations.

no:t~mal

At these off'.-grounds events, he is

given spending money to use at his own discretion and an
opportun:t ty to

min£~l.e

and associate

Ttti th

other people.

In

this manner 1 he learns to accept personal t>esponsibility a.nd
derives a sense of individuality, a fac1ling of' independencet
and an air of' capability.

He soon learns that he is not so

different from other. people and in most cases th.a.t he is
gene.J:'ially well accepted.

Educationally, these outside
~--·-·--

af'fairs broaden horizons of learning and help develop new
interests.

Often these events are an. aid in revealing to

the patient the fact that the "outside world" is less
threatening and less foreboding than it previously seemed.,
The problems involved in off..,ground a.cti vi ties include the
requesting and securing of bus transportation, the

------------

---------

=--=:-_-_-::=_-_o=-=:._
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requesting and allotting of patient funds, the supervising
of the activity (one therapist or technician for each ten
patients), the clearing of tr,rards, doctors, Social Service,
and sa ouri ty.
Folk dancing, though a Centralized Services function,
has been directed by the lllfard Services music therapist.
Three separate sessions, of one hour each, have been held

,_
=~=~~-

on Friday evenings fo:t:> ten different ward units.

The primary objective of this activity is in the

,.
c

area of socialization and is designed as an outside•type,
leisure ... time acti vH;y.

In this manne:r 11 those patients who

are discharged to family care or work placement situations,
may add folk dancing to their repertoire of leisure-time
activities.

Those who remain in the hospital often associ•

ate more readily with the ''outside world 1' through the
medium of these accepted activities.

It is diversional in

nature as well, and affords to a large group of patients an
interesting evening activity which calls for concentration,
-

physical exertion, body motion, and social awareness.

------------

= - - - - -

Classes are held for beginning, intermediate, and advanced
,-

students and afford learning experiences in following
di:rections, :maintaining self-discipline, and improving
retention.
Originally the groups were arranged to accommodate a
c--- ------

three ...phase program involving beginning, intermediate, and

I
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advanced classes.

~.-------

The program is adapted to the specific

limitations of the patients involved, and usually hegins
with elementary musical chairs and a simplified grand
march, and progresses to the Virginia Reel and the Oklahoma
Mixer.

With more advanced groups, the limit of perplexity

would vary according to the'·

over~all
'

group ability.

·Those

.

in the advanced groups may progress even beyond this point
to relatively complex patterns involving circles and squares.

Directions are usually simplified, and in :many oases

~.t

is

necessary to simplify and demonstrate in detail again and
again.

Repetition by means of measure groupings in the

music is a common and satisfactory practice in use.

Often

a beginning or intermediate group may fail to understand
these simple directions.

One technique that has been used

~---~--~--~-~~

with a relative degree of success is to have one or two
~----

patients (who do understand) give the directions to the rest

~~

of the group in their own terminology and at their own
verbal level•

Sometimes the therapist in charge is unaware

that the terminology he is using (though common to him) is

above the level of understanding of the patient.
Patients who seem to progress adequately :tn the
elementary and intermediate groups, normally "graduate" to
the advanced group.

There is much prestige involved in

belonging to the advanced group, since it is in this group
that patients may associate with the tth:tgher•grade" boys and

~--

-----
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girls.

two

This creates somewhat of an incentive within th$ .

primary groups and aids in the expediency in learning.
There are many problems involved, however 11 in such

an activity as this.

Because of limited space and facilities,

· there is little or no opportunity for the patients to prac•.
tiae between learning sessions.

As a result of this, almost

half of each learning session must be spent in reviewing
=-~~~=~=-=

what was learned at the previous session, since there is
very little "carry..over" with these patients.

Dances must

be retaught at each meeting and progress is very slow.
AnothEn,. problem in and of itself, is getting ·the patients
interested enough to listen carefully to the music.

The

problem of transferring what is heard as musical stimuli
into ·concl:'ete body movements seems inswmountable and the
normal record speed seems too fast for the patients to
learn by; 78 rpm l"ecords may be played at l.t-5 rpm, and 45
rpm may be played at 33 1/3 rpm, but this technique is not
altogether satisfactory.

Training records specifically

designed to meet ,the educational needs of patients in this
area should be available, along with audio-visual matel"ials
and live•group demonstrations by professional personnel.
The Ward Services also carries on specific· programs
on separate ward tmits in the hospital setting.

These

programs are detemined as to type by the particular ward
on which they are given.

The hospital is divided into an

---- - - - -

10
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imaginary dual setup; the custodial side and the therapeutic
side.

The custodial side maintains those cottages such as

Cromwel1 1 Brent; and Poppe, and the main emphasis of music
therapy would point toward making ·these patients better
citizens at the hospital.

The program :ts designed to

teach :meaning of concept, promote command of words, create
associations, prevent further regression and deterioration,
----------------

and help keep bodies active.

In the main, these patients
~-

are not expected to leave the hospital situation; while on
the othe:t> side, music plays an important part in fitting
patients to go out into the community.

rehere are inter ...

mediate steps, however, which must be taken into considers....
tion such as preparing youngsters for school through pre ...
school activities.

In such a situation, recorded sessions

~--~=-~~--~~-~

I~
I

-

are genel'ally most successful with activity recorda involving

I~

finger play, circle games, and educational material.

;------

The

impetus and carry•over of' such a program depends largely
upon the ward doctor and the

~mrd

i

r'

-

~-

'F

I
~

------

personnel.
-

----

Other lrJa.l'd Services p.l'ograms involve: ·treatment

:;

programs on Poppe and Stoneman, games and rhytxws on Slater
and Stoneman, supervised play on D:L"ent and Bane, general

music on Paxton, Oak .Lodge, Osborn, Haven;. and Lathrop, and
listening programs ·furnished to Dunbar and Roadruo.k.
These listening groups were designed to cr'eate a
social situation which could st:l.mulate social interaction

I~

i

-~

---
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~

~

~

~~~--

while patients remained in the :l.nat:ttution, and s:tmul-

~-

,.

ta.neously stimulate interest in activities in which patients
might participate safely after discharge.

Realizing that

experience with music makes its contribution toward
appreciation rather than in tangible results, it is most
important to stress a positive situation; that is, starting
from the patients t level and prov5.ding musical experiences
which vtould allow a gain in basic information, rather than
retention of facts or technical knowledge.
The general music activity has been organized to
give an opportunity for active participation for patients
who have few other opportunities because of their intellectual limitations.

Activities are necessarily ve't!y

i

~·~~~

;-!--=

simple, are repeated many times, and are planned at a level

i-::"

!

that excludes no one from some kind of participation.

I

r~

I
I

t

Material :i.s used to develop identification of animals,

~--====-=--=---

colors, and objects: to develop ability to follow simple
directions, distinguish between right and wrong, imitate
-

-----------------------

actions, and practice cooperation in group activity.

Time

~----~-~-~ ~-~-~

,-

is allowed for individual expression through singing, dancing,

~
~---

reel ting 1 and sha.I.. ing,
The mentally retarded need more motivation through
improvisation and dramatization than other children and
music certainly plays an important part toward this goal.

A

short attention span and need for individual help characterize

---

-------- - - -

=--~·-----

these people.
helpful.

Therefore, many independent activities are

Group activities are held for short periods many

times throughout the day and many authorities feel that
music can be used to improve attention and counteract
distraotability and tension.

Because this group participa•

tion is found in simple singing games and other J:•hytb.m:tc
activities such as clapping, swinging arms, and playing
-

--~~--~~~----==

rhythm instruments in time to a tvell defined beat, these
techniques are used in most of the ward services programs.
Movement becomes easier than verbalization among the
retarded and rhythmic activities of the nrollo;,-t ... the ... leader"
type are good•

The ward therapists realize that music has

certain values that coincide with their contribution to the
over-all values found in daily living.

He plans the

patients' experiences with these values in mind and

~~

there~

fore, the quality of musical experience and the quality of
daily living is enriched.

Certain immediate values are

.found in release from tensions and opportunities to express
emotions, while long-term values are found in esthetic
appreciation and achievement of security.
recognizes that no two people are alike.

'l'he therapist
They differ in thE;J

degree of response to music and in the kinds of musical
experiences that appeal to them.
reality when

thesE~

Theory seems to approach

experiences are enjoyable and come from

direct active exploration with music and when they provide

---- - - - - --
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an indiv:t.dual level of success for each patient.
Though 1 t is quite impossible for the \vard therapist
to plan adequate pl?ograras on all units, he attempts to
pl~ovide

as many pa. t:tents as time allows w:t th the basic

music materials which meet need fulfillment.

Through this

variety of musical experiences, the patient has an oppor ....
tun:tty to grow socially, physically, mentally, and spiritu•
L--==-=-~~~~

ally~

but often ward situations prohibit a well-rounded

prog!"am..

In some instances, the therapist may be compelled

to give a group of patients only a part of the total program
he feels they need.

Consequently, the variety of inter-

related musical activities cannot be presented and the
patients may not be given the opportunity to explore areas
of music such as singing, lnstruraental, rhythm:te, listening,.
and creative activities.

v~lenever

this ideal situation does

present itself- however, the patient has a chance through
group and individual activities to participate to the degree
of his ability and in the way he desires.

~-:0

-- --

----

,_----

~---

-------

~-

As the patient

participates in mus:toal experiences whioh are related to his

-----

---

-

--------

~------

hospital and daily living 1 he

g~ows

in sensitivity to the

mus:tca1 beauty around him 1 and becomes aware ot the
tion mu.sio can make to his daily li.f'e.

oontribu~

F':tnding pleasure and

satisfaction in his music act:tvities within the :tnstitut:tont
he may search for further musical opportunities outside the

hospital after discharge.

8--

----

-

---

---

----
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Inconolusion, it may be said that the general ward
music program can be categorized as follows:

the general

music program, the listening program, the singing progvam,
the dramatic and creative program, and the instrumental and
rhythm. program.

;Listening .e,rogram..

Worthwhile mental attitudes such

as attention and concentration can be developed by listening
activities.
reception.

Good listening is more than an act of passive
It is the active use of mind and imagination

in responding to ideas expressed in music; in what the
patient hears and interprets, then responds and expresses.
The most popular type of listening seems to include
familiar melodies, melodies that are simple and song .... like.,
music with sheer beauty of tone, music which strongly
suggests moods, music with a oonst:.ant rhythmical pattern,
e.nd stor>y music.

The atmosphere for good listening should

be a friendly, happy, and comfortable one.

A variety of

musio should be used to counteract the short attention span
and on some occasions, the patients may hum the melodyclap to a rhythm, :make comment;s, or ask questions.

The

therapist must be attentive and engrossed in the listening
activity himself to inspire the patients to follow his
example to the best of their ability.

-----

-

-----------
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Singil}S ;e,r,ogr&.nh

Singing is the basic activity in

~-~~
c...,;

any well balanced hospital program..

Though the Centralized

Services therapist majl' use ·this medium- of expression to a
greater degree with the mass group activity, the ward
therapist generally tries to incorporate singing into his
px•ogram.-

Singing is especially helpful as a means of

communication.

It gives the patient a better command of
·=--~~-~-~=--=-=

his expressive actions and develops feelings of' kinship and

security.

Singing, like talking, is learned best in social

situations where each patient is given an opportunity to
take part at his highest level of ability.

Any person can

learn to sing only by .singing.
The music therapist should choose songs which contain

elements of fam:tliari ty. - rrhe range should not be too wide
and the key should be within easy vocal range of the group.
The rhythmical flow should have life, lift, and consistency,
and there should be a group correlation between the

wo~d

sounds and word ;rhythm, and the tonal setting of the music.
These words should have meaning at the patients' level.

The

------------

therapist must maintain a 'sympathetic understanding of the
varying degrees of musical development :tn the patients, and
should be able to sing along with them.)
Dramatic and creative :erogram.

D.r>amatio and creative

possibilities a:rle present in almost all musical selections
---------

-----
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in which the patients participai;e.

:::= __ --=----------:.__::__ ___ ::-::___ ____ _

They may act out simple

songs, records they listen to, or occas:.tona,lly, they.can
. interpret with their own ide.as.

The patients may suggest

their own ideas on dramatic or creative possibilities.
These activities can help develop better coordination of
body movements and personal poise with their peers.

Instrumental and rhrthm

Erog,r~.

The instrumental

=~-==--~~~

and rhythm activities include experiences with both rh:ythm
$-nd melody instruments.

'!'he rhythm instruments may include

drums, maracas, oabaoas 1 guiros, elaves, rhythm sticks, sand
blocks• triangles, jingle cloe:;s and bells; tambourines,
castanets, cymbals, and the kameso.

These may be used to

accompany or imitate rhytrnnic patterns, as well as to accent
rhythmic pulsations.

r-----

The melody instruments may include

bells, auto harps, pianos, xylophones; tonettes, song flutes,
and harmonicas.

This, however 1 does not limit exploration

of other possibilities.,

Simple rhythm bands 'or individual

instruments may be used to augment a recorded musical
selection~

The instruments may also be 'used with group

singing, remembering to use them as a.n accompaniment
seeondar:y to the singing.

Sometimes the therapist may find

it functional to use these instruments t>Yith rhythmic

activities such as dancing and bodily response to creative
rhythms.

In actuality, the rhythm instruments should be

-------------------------

""'---------
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used for beat- accent, mood* and ::t.ncentive to rb:ythmie
expres,sion.

The melody instru,ments 1 however • can only be

used on the level that patient.s are able to acquire com..,. ·
petency.

The piano may be used tor a few simple chords,

but is often used for melody with one finger only, and is
generally best handled by the therapist himself.

Song

flutes, recorders, tonettes, and the like may be used for
simple melodies with a

~ange

not exceeding one octave.

Rhythms occur 5.n everyday living and
part of each patient's life-

EU'~e

an integral

Rhythmic activities should

be kept happy and free, not serious and stiff.

In the

ward programs, best success has been achieved through a
relatively permissive program.
A selected l:tst of song titles,:tncluding sources
and suggested ways of
appendix~

presentation~

are included in tha

including story songs, finger play songs, rhythm

songs, singing game songs, folk songs, action songs, and
patriotic songs,.

~

---=-"-----~--------=--:'--'
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OHAPTEE V
SUMMARY

~-

~

--------

--- ----

The problems under consideration in this thesis were
(l) to discover the nature of. music in

therapy~

its history,

and its present day use; (2) to discover the type of'
patients at Sonoma State Hospital and their general needs
in terms·ot: Rehabilitation Services; (3) to discover the
scope of the total rehabilitation program at Sonoma State

Hospital and the part which music therapy plays; ( 4.) to

dtscover the general principles, pl:'oblerns, and techniques
of' music therapy used at Sonoma State Hospital.
A great many people have felt the need for more
research and investigation in the field of music therapy

I_

with special emphasis on the use of music with the mentally

r_,I,_

def'ic:tent or physically limited .child,

A critical and

I~

----------------

,_

1:

:==---------'-----

exhaustive investigation on the hospital level could aid in

r-- ----

determining the worth and value of music as an universal

1

,--::--

tool and medium in social adjustment.

More important, it

--------

-

could help establish a clarity of thought, language and
rationale in regard to the principles, methods, and problems
of' music :tn an institution where it plays a role in "th$rapy
and rehabilitation.

Since the specific uses of music therapy are

dis~

cussed at great length :tn the preceding chapters, the writer

------------------

I
I

'

,.

-
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will attempt in the final pages of the summary to {l) evalu•

fd~~-~-~
--~-~-~
~
-~

ate the total music program at Sonoma S:tate Hospital, and

-

-

-

""

(2) make certain recommendations for improvement.

In evaluation, it would seem that the future goal of
the Reha.bili tation rJ:'herapy Department at Sonoma St;ate
Hospital should be to emphasize fu:.r>ther the individualiza•
tion of the patient.

The administ::r:-ation, supervision 1 and
=-~~===-~~=

section coordination might all 1t1ell

t~end

individualization of the single patient,

toward the area of
Though this con•

oept is not a new one, 1 t is one which the tv-ri ter feels
therapis1:;s need to know more about, especially in the
working situation.

In the past year, the program has been

more general than individual, primarily because of a lot...r
ratio of thel;'e.pists to

pat1.ent~s.

At that time t:he.re 1t1ere

two recreational therapists, three occupational therapists,

t;

!

three music therapists, one cosmetic therapist, and one
librarian, whose time was split between the medical library
and the patients' library.

!t is estimated that the patient

load, -v.ri thin the next year, will increase to over 4000,
:-;---------

thus augmenting the service needs of each section.
In the music therapy section specifically 11 ·one
pos1 tion was eliminated from the allo't'ta.no$ of this section

of rehabilitation therapies, thus forcing the section to
curtail certain act:tviM.es on the individual level.

There

has also been a large turnover of personnel in the department

97
As such changes take place, a complete re ... eva.luat:ton of
rehabilitation activities might well be made.
One

or

the most encouraging developments seen in the

music therapy section has been the increasing use of refer ...
rals on the part of physicians, psychiatrists, and ward
teams in requesting inclusion of patients in activities of
the music section.. · This social prescription, wh:toh includes
information of the pat:tent t s needs and abilities, is ve!ly
I'

helpful to the music worker, but has not been utilized to
its fullest extent in the past.

r

Because of this development

in prescription referral, programs were resumed on five
ward units previously served by the music section, and new
programs were started on eight ward units where former
therapists had not worked with music.

These thirteen
~--~

programs offered combined listening,. singing, and rhythmic

I•

activity experiences to a total of about 700 patients, most

of whom received ve't'y few other special contacts.
The author reoommends·(l) that a greater emphasis be
placed on

long~range

progr&mming and a more concentrated
---------------

effort be exerted in the use of existing faeil:tt:tes; (2)
that aoouvate records be kept by each therapist and retained
by the new therapist

wr1o is coming in; (3) that these records

be studied carefully and plans made in conjunction with the
other therapies to carry on the existing programs; ( l.j.) that
new prog!'a:ms be organized according to a master plan, and

!
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~ards

encouraged to supplement their social activities and

--------------

~--__ ~·----~

.....

therapeutic programs; {5) that a closer coordination with
nursing services be maintained at all times in planning
rehabilitation activities.
The State Department of Mental Hygiene has indicated
a trend away from work in

a. particular

al"'ea using a speoifio

tool, to a more generalized frame of reference.

In this
---------

line of thinking,. there would be no such category as music

therapist, occupational
and the like.
therapist.

therapist~

recreational therapist•

~

'.

Rather, each would be called rehabilitation

This would necessarily require that each

:tnd:t vidual ld thin the rehabili tat :ton department be able and
obligated to carry on therapy programs outside of and
including his own specialty area.
A thorough study at

th~

state level, evaluating the

pros and oons of this question. might well be justified.

-

---------------

,--o--------
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I. Ill

song..

,'

ACTION.

A.."!lerican Folk Songs,
P•. 86.

CLAP YOUR HA!:iDS

PRESEI~TATION

AND USE

I

1 r:.-;.:1.11
I

New Music Horizons II,
P• 143
Happy Singings p. 143

DID YOU EVER SEE
A LASSIE

'i'IIITIIIIrlrl111ml~'l ~li

FINGER PLAY. Use recording·in
album Husic ·!£!: Earl:,y Cb.ildhood
MJV 141. . Younger mentally

hood, P•:

44•,

:Pl.l:usic ,!'or Early Child-

DANCE

: n, :.::1.11~.

SI1fGING GA:t:m.

!I

'Ill

"' r

Use recording

from RCA Album E87.

retarded may use puppets. Tone
bells pl.aying ua"n "D:,n may
provide an introduction.

141.

..

DANCE., TFID"MBKIN,

MJV

.

PL..~Y.
Use recording in
album .Music··!£.!: ·Eaz>l;y: Childhood

FINGER

I"l:usie f'or Early Childhood, P•. 8.

COUNTING SONG

t-f
0

\.~.)'

handicaps may do many improvisations--c1ap hands,; stamp f'eet,
tap toes;. nod heads~ ete .• ·
Physically handicapped children
may nod head,· stretch up high~
shake hands,. etc.

Follow the leadez>
Children without physical

WAYS OF

SOURCE

ACTIO~r

A

RECOm1ENDED SONGS

APP~'DIX

SONG TITLE

A.,

l·l·!l'fl!ll··ll.llll~l!l!I'ILII

I

II:

I
,!

!1,

I. Ill'

SPIDER

IMPROVISATIO}'fS..

I

,J:J::I

I

I

I

:g
l

I'

I

I'

1:

i
I

!.1 ...1 I i i

,j,.,

·,]

,,

'

I'few 1•!usie Horizons I 1 p.4.
Experiences in Music :for
First Grade Children P•98.

SINGING GAf.iE

FiliGER PLAY

Singing Fun

Young

~

f-t

~1ental.ly

Retarded. 11 I tm a Little Tea.pot11·--columbia 3b'8 PV..
-

ete~, on flash
cards which may be use~ on
f'lannel board as a part of'
sight vocabulary.

r..air,. tie,. shoe,

H1DIANS IN A TEPEE

LONDON BRIDGE

"This is the

v:ray .we ride the bus n or ~Here
we go round the birthday cake~ tt
Put words;. brush, teeth; comb.,

DRANATIZA'l'ION.

49.

.Fi.rst Grade Book, P• 7•

First Grade Book~ p.

rhytr..m instruments.

Middle and upper
grade 1"1i;mtally Retarded. Add

FOLK GAME.

Folk Songs of the U.S.,

FINGER PLAY.. Good for younger
children, all groups. Fingers
are a spider, climbing up a
spout--hands fall, palms down~
etc. Play record fr.om Album lB~
2.:9.!: Singing 1rlorld.

V.JAYS OF PRESENTATION AND USE

p. 2. Our Land of Song,
P•. 128-.

p. 159.

American Folk Songs for
Children, p. 126.
The First Grade Book,

SOURCE

I'M A LITTLE TE..I\.POT

MULBERRY BUSH

HERE 1tJE 00 ROU!~D THE

FOUR IN A BOAT

EEl~CY ~~rCY

SONG TITLE

,i!

II:,,

1'1

!j'

li!

1:11

I

I

I'

I'

I

i ... Ill,

p. 15o:

Songs for the Nursery
Schooll> P• 8•

OPE~T,.

I

I

[.I.I.J.;[,IL,

PA\tJ PAW PATCH

27.

·!·''

. :r;; --,

T

Songs to Grow On, p,.. 116.
Folk Songs of' the U.S.,p.4.

p ..

Singing Everyday, p .• ,51.
1'4:usic for Early Childhood,

First Grade Book, p. 44.
Singing on Our \-Jay, p~ 7.
NewMusic Horizons II,p.-120.
Songs to Grolv On, p .. 98.
·.Husic for Early Childhood,.
P• 43.

NICK NACK PADDY WACK

SHUT THEM

Songs to Grm·r On, p.

LITTLE RED l·JAGON, THE
{Old B~ass 1Jagon)

10.

Sing and Play Book, p.76.
First Grade. Book, p. ,5o.

Singing~

Exnerienees in Music for
First Grade Children n~98.

LOOBY LOO

Happy

SOURCE

SONG TITLE

.

P.hythrn-

PLi~Y •

Young Children,

':J:..:

,.J

GA£1E~
Use recording in
Album 22, A.."llerican 1'1olk Son9~s
(Follett). Play reC'Ord :from
Album. ·4A ~ Singins··1iorld.

FOLK

aJ..l groups.

FINGER

1-'
0
\J1.

RHYTBMI G ACTIVITY. . Use hand
clapping$ drum or other rhythm
instruments.;.-Lvnprovise words
f'or other numbers~ Use record
f'rom Album lA, -~Singing
\rJorld.

MJV 141.

instrum.ents--L"'llprovise by
adding verses. Use recm?ding
of' "Old Brass 'k~agon » in lt1usie
:for Early Childhood Albuin

R:..f"i."TRMI C A CTI VI TY.

Recommended for
iv!enta11y Retarded.

FOLK GAME.

\·JAYS OF PRESENTATIOii_ AND USE

1:,

1'1!!

i
I'

lj

,,

li

J:JJ.:I'

TITLE

DON'T

BRO~nr

CHURCH

IS THUMBKIN?

COMMUNITY

LITTLE

B.

1-~'P'...ERE

TEN LITTLE INDIANS

SKIP TO :fillY LOU

BOTHER l-1E

SHOO~ FLY~

SO!~G

-----~----------·-· '"'' -"""'''""''

·:

'"·'

""

•. '

.1 .. 1

!

~----------··

Kindergarten Book,. p.. 69.

n. 82.

51

Music In The Air, p .. 21.5
Happy Singing,. p. 34.
r\few .4.merican Song Book.

Kindergarten Book, p..

First Grade Book, p. 4J.
Physical Education in the
Elementary S-chools, p.453.

Folk Songs of' the 'Q'.S.;gp~l•
Songs to Grow On, p .101:.• ·
American Folk Songs for
· Children, p. 166. ·
•
•
Any .Rh
•
' P•L¥+•
l,'J.
S ~ng1ng
. ym1nglt

Songs to Grow On 11 p. 108.
New !4usie Horizons V1 p.9'2.

SOURCE
directions~

PLAY

l4entally Retarded.

RHYTHM INSTRUMENTS.

Singing :Plorld.

I

I.

!

II .

., .~I

I 'llli
r;:,IIIJ['Jlffliiilli.ll

Older

FINGER GAME,. Mentally Retarded
and Cerebral. Palsied. ·Use ·
recording· f'rom Album K~ ~

FI~IGER

J-l

0
0'

RIIYTI:U.UC ACTIVITY & IHPROVIS.AAll groups. . Use recording _"Skip to ·Hy Lou n in Play
Party Albu.'!l (Dec ca.) f' or Deaf'
and Hard of' Hearing'~" Add verses
•
t o tb£ ' vJ.rcus~
rt«
n
sueh as. na~1ng
"I'll see the monkeys,..'' etc,.
Sing with autoharp in Key of c.-add rhythm instruments.~

TIO~:rs.

especially-r6c'Oiiimended .for Deaf
and Hard of Hearing. Use
recording Allegro AK58 .•

Songs to Grow On,· P.• 109,..p

See

OF PRESEl!TATION AND USE

FOLK SONG.

l~AYS

FOLK

":·'['

I

'·:1'.

i

11::1

,r~~

,,.
I

:.11

I

Folk Songs of: the

BLUE TAIL FLY
(Chorus}

Songs to Grow On,.

Folk Songs of' the

p.42.

f'or "Sunday.

rt

each day of' the week.. Substi.;.
tute ~'!Jionday, n nTuesday, n etc~

USE INSTRDt·fElil'TS. All groups.
In Chorus use one instrument on

man"' the w.ilkman" etc. For
small children,. play the game
described in Songs to G!>OW on •.
P• 99. Play recording "The
Muf.fin Man" f'ro:m Album lA,. Our
Singing 1-lorld..
-

the popcorn man, the iee cream

llli

I

I

i,.

I'

I

:!

I,.

II

1':

1

'::

l

'1:11 '·

-;a

0

i-'

p.)O. USE INSTRtniENTS* }fiddle and
upper grade !4entally Retarded ...
Recording in Album 22, American
~ Songs (Follett) ..

p.)l.

54

u.s.
u.s.

Songs to Grow On, p.

BILLY BOY

BAND OF ANGELS

C.

D.fl'ROVISATIO:N'S.

New Music Horizons II"p.72.
Songs
Grow on,. p. 99.
·
First Grade Book, p. 75.

MUFFIN 1-!A!i

tt.The Fireman,

DRAlifATIZATIO:~L.
Young children,
Recording from New. !4:usic Horizons I,. 1\'iJV 76. Show pictures
or stuf.fed aniiU:al.s.,

New Music Horizons I, p.8.
Experiences in Music f'or
First Grade Children,p~90.
First Grade Book, p.34..

MERRY-00.-RomiD

to

WAYS OF PRESENTATION AND USE

SOURGE

SONG TITLE

il;

I,

r

:I

,, dl

1:1;11 I

li

"I.

1

~

I·i

'I!; I,·
I

'~

'

I.

I

II:

1\'

I il

II

I

n 1-

GOODBYE OLD

-1:-;-;,--;;;

PAI~~

FOUR IN A BOAT

FOOBA WOOBA JOHN

EENCY WEENGY SPIDER

I

I

. ~ '1 .I

u.s.,

•

IJ

·:1

1!:

horse-s.

Use pictures of' co"\i>Jboys and

Children, p. 62';

American Folk. Songs for

FOLK GA'ill!E.

co

0

to-t

Middle and upper grade !:1entally
Retarded use recording fl:'lom
Son;zs from !1e'tq Music Horizons IV
Albii.'TI MJV ~35. Use autoharp,
key of c.
!{fiddle and Upper
grade }fenta~J.y Retarded. Add
rhytbm ins truc-uen ts.

35.

C-.-cod for younger

children, a:ll groups.. Fingers
are a spider,. climbing up a
spout--hands fall, palms ·-doWn.*
etc. Play record :from Album Ib,
QE!: Singing ·lt:lorld.,. ·

FINGER PLAY..

time as it is presented.

For older Fwientally Retarded and
Physically Handicapped. Use
:flannel board, with separate
lines o-f song added one at a

Folk Song'E: of the u.s.,
p. 2.
Our Land of Song, p.. 128 ..

P.

p •. 12 •.
New i<~uslc Horizons IV,

Folk Songs of: the

American Folk Songs :forChildren, p. 126.
Singing On Our Way, p. 9.

P• 26.

New !Jfusle Horizons VI,

Folk Songs o:f the U.S. •
P• 32~

DOWN IN THE VALLEY

autoharp and rhyth.l'!l inst:l?ili1ients,..

Use

DRAJ,i!TIZA.TION A:N'D IMPROVISATION,.

1<1usie in the Air,. p.218 •.

CLE:MENTINE
Olde:P Mentally Retarded,.

WAYS OF PRESENTATION A1TD USE

SOURCE

SONG TITLE

···------·····--------

.iii

I''

, I"
I,

Dea.f and Hard of Hearing use
recording AlbU!ll.22, Ar.ierican
Folk Songs {Follett). Older
!4entally Retarded may add

Singing in Harmony, p.. ll.

llli

llj:i!fl):l:.
I!

i."!.l.J.,,.

I

r 1il

4-A,

I

i

lill::.l

~ Sin;;ip.g World.

FOLK GAl'-ffi. Use recording in
Album 22, ·.American Folk Song.s
(Follett) • Play record from·

J'lusic . for Early Childhood,
p ... 27.
Songs to Grow On,. p.~ 116.
Singing Every Day, p. 51.
Folk Songs of the U..,S.~P·4•

PAvl PA\1 PATCH

Album

Good \ili th all groups. Use
flannel hoard with pictures
of' animals. Use recording
nold McDonald rt from Album 3A 1
• .•
.,
ld
0~ S· ~pg:1.ng
~'11or · •

Siilglng Every Day, P• 14.
Singing and ffu:yming"' p •.136 •.

OLD !-iC DONALD

0

!

.I

~

1'-'

Middl.e and upper grade t'1entally
Retarded and Physically Handi•
capped.;

instruments.

Happy Singing., p. B.
·
Use recording from Album 22_.
New ~~'Iusic Horizons VI"'p.lBO. American Folk Songs (Follett).

RA..~GE

and Upper grade children
A tongue depres•
sor to stroke harp is reco!lh"!lended
for handicapped children.

use autoharp.

f.~iddle

Songs to Grow On, p. 28.
Folk Songs of the U .. s.,
p-. 27.

OLD FOLKS AT HOIVIE

THE

RHODIE

Music In The Air~ P• 228.
Fo~k Songs o.f the u.s • .,
p. 8.

01~

Au~~

OF PRESENTATIO!:i AND USE

~>iJAYS

SOURCE

JACOB'S LADDER

ROME

.GO TELL

SONG TITLE

I• 1111

p. 8.

Book~

Middle and

· "!·'lll"l'·l!l!lriPI'flllmi'III'IIIH'I

hll

.• I
~

,-J .. 1.-.11- .

SHOO, FLY, DO!f'T
BOTB.""ER ME

I

. .. 1:

-·;1:.11-~~.

Songs to Grow On, p .• · 108.
· !lfusic Rori zons V,
p.; 92.,.:

t~ew

Allegro AK

·i:!
0

II
,:
,I

lr

,II 1:

1:

111,1

'[ill1 II.

FOLK GA~m... . See directions,
Songs To G-roti' On, p .. 109.
Reco!l'lnlended f'or Deaf-arid Hard
of Hearing. Use re-cordir..g,

58.

groups.

P• 162.

We

SHE'LL BE CO:t<1Il{t
ROUND THE .!tfOUNTAil-I
Sing~

nToot, toot,, n "Whoa
Bill'* and "Hi., Babe n may be
done by older children in all

American Folk Songs for
Children, p. 90 .•
l-1usic in the Air,. p .• 18 •.

BOAT
AcTION.

i"'!usic in the Air, p. 222.

The Firs.t Grade Book,-p.127 ..

PANTO!•Ur-'IE ..

I"iay he used as a folk·· game with
ambulatory children.

recording from Album_22,
A...rneriean Folk Songs {Follett) .•

,t;tPop n. may he sounded by using
different instru.."nents •. Use

All sing chorus.

upper gr>ades; all groups~
Therapist sings first and third
lines of song, children play
"Polly 'ltlolly Doodle All the Day,"

D~STRUf.iENTS..

R01rl, ROW;,· Rmi YOUR

Happy Singing, p.. 82.
Singing Every Day, p.5o.

P• 1.20-.

New American Song

I"fusi.e In the Air, p .. 225.

USE

--~--- ---~-- ---~----~-----l'l~Yf? OE__!:RESENTAT!91LA~-V~~--- _ .

New }h.tsic Horizons IV, .

__$_0tjRC_~ _

POP ! C..{)ES THE \fffi:ASEL

POLLY··'fioLLY DOODLE

SONG TITLE

liil:l

I

I'

I

I,

:

I.

'

I

ji

J

I

1,,,]

.l.i,

il

jl

li

,.,: 111:1.1-

I•
I

I
I

I

11

I

'1.1

-~~

I

, I

Singing and Rhyming.

p.6~

p.154.

.

.·

Use

Palsied.

DRM'IATIZATIO!:~.

-

~

-

f,..t

f-1
f-S

with Orthopedically Handicapped:t
one child may hold triangle,
another child strike it.

sticks play clock r:t:rythm-...;.
triangle play "one.tt ~nen u~ed

. Tone' block or

DRAMATIZATION:. Younger
Mentally Retarded and Cerebral

New Music Horizons·· II~

I

i

»see how thev
" run.. u

pictures of farm.erts wife..,.

HICKORY DICKORY DOCK

,I, Ill,

I

'Hold up three

lie't-r l:Iusic Horizons II, pJ08. DRAVu;TIZATIO:tL.
First Grade Book, p~ 155.

J:TIJRSERY Rif'fl,fES

PANTOMI¥ili..

addi~

.fingers for trthree," 'put hands
over eyes for hlind and point
to picture of mouse for · »mice:•·"
Fingers moving quiek.ly shew

BAA, BAA BLACK SHEEP

D.

The First Grade Book,.
p.. 105
Singing and Rhyming,p .. 12.

·

YANKEE DOODLE

Rhyming~

p. 14:.6.
.
1Iew 1~usic Horizons III,
P• 69.
.

Singing and

THREE BLIND :rt.U CE

ate. Children make up
tional. verses.~

I:tv.lrROVISATIOl\fS ~
Fl.anne"l board_....,...
pictures or soap and towel,.,
tooth brush, comb and brush.,

Songs for the Nursery

THIS IS THE 'klAY 1-.'E
1,;JASH OUR RAl\TDS

School., P• 100.

~Q}lliQ_E!_·~-~ _----~-------------------\>JAYS Q? PRJ~§Ji~NTAT~ON AND USE

SONG TITLE

_ _1,'

I.

!
I'

II
II'

II

ill

PETS

A:t~D

II

'II

,l1

,;.L!T

AJIHJ1<1A.LS

11. ;,:.J-:r:.ll

BAfll\JYARD SOrrG

E..

Jlff.ARY RAD A LITTLE
LAMB

LAZY MARY

l .. i
I

Use melody bells in all groups~

75.

.

Tl ·'

Songs to Grow On, P•

}ife'lrJ

76.

~Iusie Horizons I,:p.:.12.
New r-1usic Horizons I:[,p.33.
Experiences in f{tusie for
First Grade Children,.p.102~
· Songs for the Nursery
School, P• 85:.
Singing All the Day,.. p.26.

New ~1usi~ Ho:ri zons II$
p.· 30 .. ·

P•.

!I

11~-

, ,I

--- ·1· ,-,1 II-

Album

4A$

~

i·

Singing World.

I•i·i·

,,

!,

!!:

1

l

I I·

I

Ill

f\)

""'

p

Use :flar.nel board 1:-ii th pictures
of a tree~ cat., duek 1 cow, hen.,
etc. ·Therapist sings nr had,a
cat" placing animal pictv,re on
board.-· Boys and girls sing
~eat goes £iddle dee dee.u
Repeat sa111e idea for each animal
involved•· Use recording :frOm.
·

Use flan._nel board and pictures
with young Cerebral Palsied
a.""'ld I'lentally Retardec.t.

At conclusion of rest
tLile the therapist may sing,
substituting names.of children
in the group. As each child's
. name is sung he gets up.
RESPONSE.

p.l03. Singl.ec :resonator bells reeomNew I"''usic Horizons II,p.33. mended f'or Cerebral Palsied.
So:n..gs for the Uursery . School,
Chil~en~

Experience in 1J!usic for

HOT CROSS BUNS

First Grade

vJAYS OF PRESENTATION AND USE

SOURCE

SONG TITLE

New Music Horizons I, p~l2~
Ne-r.J ll'iusic Horizons II,p.. 33.
Experiences in JY1usic · f'or

f.1ARY HAD A LITTLE

,· r 'i'llrr~~~~~·~~r~lr:~-r~ .

LAMB

'

.

.

I

i

I

""]

- ........ - ..

-·-

-

!I

II

Jr.:.·---·,

·-···i;!llif

FINGER PLAY. Good for younger
children, all groups. .Fingers
are a spider,. eli:mbing up a
spout-hands f'all,. paJ.m:s down,,
etc. Play recordfrom Album lB.
Our Singing
. . \iorld.

-~IIIG:

Songs :for the Nursery ·
School, p .. 85.
·.
Singing All the Day"$· p.. 26.

First Grade Children, p.102.

J4'nerica."'l Folk Songs for ·
Children, P• 126.
The First Grade Book,
p. 1.59.

EENCY WEENCY SPIDER

knees imitating a kitty o:r a
doggy~· or a boy chasing a ball,.

Songs for the Nursery
School. p .• 25

CHASE YOUR TAIL,
KITTY

AND USE

Young Cerebral Palsied may
.
improvise by changing nki tty n
to "doggy, n singing only the
:first half' o:f the song. Another
improvisation m:igh t be-... "chase
the ball, Johnny." Young
. ·
r-ientally ·Retarded children may
go round and round on hands and

r1usic Horizons IIE{.108. DRA:t-1ATIZATIOJ:r
First Grade Book~ p.l='.5•

SHEEP

~lew

PP~Sffi~TATION

BAA,. BAA,. BLACK

WAYS OF

SOURCE

SONG TITLE

}..;I
}..;I

\A

I

,:

III
I'I

I ,1. 111,

!'

- r . ~;
~-·'

BIRTIIDAY
Happy Birthday

!:i •

I,

l't'
:I

II

I

I

P• 72..,

I

I

I

The·· Kindergarten Boo kj

-

DR4..NATIZA TION
New .Husic Horizons I,. p.6.
First Grade Book, p. 80.
Exp?rienees in Nusie: foP .
First Grade Children, p .. loo.

THREE LITTLE KITTEl\TS

SPECIAL DAYS

Play recording "Old.!'IacDonald«
£rom Albam 3A$ ~ Sina,in~
World. Imitate animal.sounds ..
Use t'lan:ri.el board and pictures

Singing and Rhyming, p.l36.

OLD MAC D01>1ALD

F~

Imitate hoof sou..."'lds with tone
block or cocoanut shells_.

New Husic Horizons f,p.26.
Exnerienees in Music f'or
First Grade.Children, p.84.

MY LITTLE PONY
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Fornon-ambulat.ory children
have large pictu..~e of birthday
cake on flannel board. Add
honored ehildts name and correct
number of candles~ Young
Mentally Retarded, Deaf or
Ambulatory Handicapped children
form a circle with honored.child
in center; others walk arotmd
singing• Use recording :from
Album K, ~ Singing World.

of each 8-"11.:Lmal. Grdldren take
turns using flan:r1el. board.
Theymay add stanzas about
other.·. animals .o

1vAYS OF PBESE.NTATIOl{ AriD USE

SOURCE.

SONG TITLE
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Pu.mpkins

11 .. li-

!C.I

Singing Fun

.
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The Kindergarten Book, p,.81.
The First Grade Book,. p.95.
Happy Singing, P• 96.

Silent Night

t.L.4.LLm'I.TEEN
TbPee Little

it.'"llerican Folk Sonp-:s f'or
Children# p. 180.,

Mary Had a Baby

FI:NGER PLAY

I

~;II

~

(;:;_

IHPROVISATION.. Add verses about
the Christmas story,.

children march around Christma·s
tree singing ...

Antbulatory

The I\indergarten Book, p.82 .. USE I1\fSTRUMENTS.

Jingle Bells
The First Grade Book,. p.99.
Music in the Air, p. 226.

The Kindergarten Book, p.82. Use f'la.nnel board and pictures
appropriate to.Christmas; each
child has a turn selecting
another child's name and placing
it on board.

DRA1i1ATIZATI011

-------~------~LA~~--QE_X~:E:NT.A,'riON AND USE

The Ki...'!'lde:r-garten Book.p.80.
The First Grade Book., p.92.
1'P'h
•
. ..
the .s.~r,
A•
.1.'1-US~C l.n
p,.. 64 •·

· SOURCE

.Greeting Song

Away in a I•1ange:r>

CHRISTMAS.
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THE TRAIN IS
A-COMING
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TRANSPORTATION

THE BUS
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American Folk Songs :for
Children,. p.. 150.
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with S.."nbulatory groups,.
Descriptive sou..11ds of a whistle1
t..rheels and engine may be added..

song is good for rhythmic play

ALL GROUPS. Younger· children
sing only "oh, yes."· OTder
children sing entire song. This

-.·

itJAYS OF PF.ESENTATION

Sl.ngin.g On· Our t~Jay, P• .153 •. DRANATIZATION. ·All groups~
Singing and Rb.yming, p.lo.
especially :fi!Ientally Retarded..
. Play recording of' nThe·Bustt
in Album 2A., Our Sinw:ing 'irlorld.

SOURCE
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R.T.

r.1.T.

o.T.

I.T.

I

I

I.T.

{it.Jard)

( Gen tra.l.i zed)

(Industry)

J..

A.s.R ..s

.A.S .. R .. S.

I

A.S .. R.s.

I

.

rvr. T.

I

Supv. o.f' Rehab. Services
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o.T.

I

Vol.
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c.

Ill,,

l{.T.

O.T.

R.T.

I

II

Librarian

I

I

Serv~

Coordinator o:f

I

Steno II

I

Schematic Table o:f Organization o:f Rehabilitation Services
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(Continued)
GLOSSARY OF TEfU-18 AND ABBREVIATIONS

Supv.

Supez.visor
Rehabilitation
Occupational Therapist

Music Therapist
Industrial The:r>apist
Recreation Therapist

Assistant Supervisor of
flehabil:t tation rrherapies
Ward

Ward Services Section

Centralized

Centralized Services Section

Group Leader

Vol. Se:rv.

Volunteer Services

Stano.

Stenographer • typist

I

p-
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occupational

Reoreat:Lonal
Tha:t>ap!st

~~he~apist

Music

'Ilfu():r;;apis t

:Cndust~ial

Doot;ovs,

'l'hera.p!s t

e.nd
l?aychia.txoio
Teehnicia.na

=--~-7--=--=~

l'Xur>$$8;

The
l,at;tant

Psyohiat~iata

ancl
1')my6ho1Qe;ists

'J.'he most~.·

i:mpo1t>ta11t

per>son llt the
Hoapit~l d:t~t.H.l1~or

&
. adm1ri1atirta.t1ve .

staf'f

· Hospital

is the
Hub
•·

- - -

;-=----·--

Volunte~rs
Phya:tc~l

There.pif!Jte

a.nd
Visitors

liydro
~rlterap1at.lt4

Wheel of Forces in Patient Therapy
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